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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Three Questions That This Report Asks
This report asks three questions about regions of the United States that have successfully
supported high-tech entrepreneurs and built “innovation ecosystems”:


How have some U.S. regions helped entrepreneurs to build successful high-tech
companies and industries? In particular, what features of a region’s innovation
ecosystem help local entrepreneurs and how have federal, state, and local government
programs and private initiatives contributed to the creation of innovation ecosystems?



Related, how can large companies in a region directly or indirectly help the creation of
entrepreneurial high-tech firms?



What possible lessons do successful and less successful U.S. regions offer to other cities
in both the United States and other countries?

Typical Challenges That Many U.S. Regions Face
The report tries to answer these questions by discussing several “challenges” or tasks that
regions typically face if they want to create a regional “innovation ecosystem” that encourages
and sustains high-tech entrepreneurship. If a region can find solutions to these challenges – or
if solutions seem to emerge without special efforts – then the region has an excellent
opportunity to grow and sustain high-tech companies and groups (“clusters”) of these
companies.
There is no guarantee that every region can meet these challenges, and there is no guarantee
that a region that meets all of the challenges will succeed. But it is difficult for a region to create
strong high-tech entrepreneurship without meeting these challenges. Another important point
is that building regional strength in eight areas can take decades. That is, building a full regional
innovation ecosystem is a long process.
These are challenges identified by TPI:
1. Provide leadership and a regional strategy.
2. Strengthen local universities and other research institutions and make them more
helpful to entrepreneurs.
3. Encourage local entrepreneurs.
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4. Provide mentoring about how to start a company, write a business plan, and identify
and connect to potential customers.
5. Match entrepreneurs with funding and space or facilities for their company.
6. Link entrepreneurs to support services and business networks.
7. Recruit or create a specialized workforce for growing companies.
8. Evaluate outcomes and improve government and private programs.

How Large Companies Can Contribute to Local Entrepreneurship
Many organizations can contribute to a successful regional innovation ecosystem – not only
mentoring organizations, business support services, and local universities but also other
companies. For example, local supplier companies and small local customer companies can help
an entrepreneurial start-up.
However, large companies in a city or region can be particularly helpful, both in direct and
obvious ways (such as investing money in a new firm or becoming a new firm’s customers) and
also in less direct and less obvious ways (as when companies contribute to a local university’s
research programs and some of those researchers become entrepreneurs). In general, “homegrown” large companies – companies that started and developed in a particular region –
contribute more to the local innovation ecosystem than do the local offices (“branch offices” or
“satellite offices”) of large corporations whose headquarters are in other cities.

Findings from the Case Studies
This report’s Appendices present detailed “case studies” that discuss effective
entrepreneurship strategies and programs in several U.S. cities. The Appendices also briefly
discuss two less successful cities.
Austin, Texas. Austin is widely viewed as a success story in technology-based economic
development. Austin grew from a small city in 1970 with only a few technology-based
companies to become a city with a metropolitan area of 2,000,000 people with many software,
computer, and electronics companies. Austin’s development path was based on strong local
leadership, a strong university, low costs, and an attractive culture and environment. Austin’s
development strategy developed synergy between attracting technology companies to Austin
and supporting entrepreneurship.
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Columbus, Ohio. Columbus, like Austin, is a state capital and hosts the state’s most prominent
university (Ohio State University). It also is the home of a major non-profit research institute
(Battelle). It has a growing and diverse economy based on education, government, insurance,
banking, defense and aviation, food, clothing, logistics, steel, energy, medical research, health
care, hospitality, retail, and technology. The Columbus entrepreneurial ecosystem is not large
compared to Silicon Valley or Austin, but it is generally healthy and improving, and is wellconnected to the region’s larger companies.
Cleveland, Ohio. Cleveland is the main city in the historically industrial region of Northeast
Ohio, which includes the neighboring cities of Akron, Canton, Youngstown, and others. In
recent years, the Cleveland region has tried to diversify its economy away from traditional but
declining manufacturing sectors. This has taken the form of efforts, with assistance from the
Ohio Third Frontier state technology programs, to create new clusters in emerging
technologies, including fuel cells, polymer-based flexible electronics, and medical devices. A
particular area of emphasis has been health care. Cleveland can be viewed as moderately
successful in entrepreneurship. It has generated many start-up firms, although none have yet
achieved billion-dollar valuations.
Knoxville, Tennessee. Knoxville is an older American city, founded in 1794. Knoxville was one of
the first cities in the southeastern U.S. to develop a significant industrial economy, and it has a
long history of successful, although not-necessarily technology-based, entrepreneurial
companies. Like many American small and medium-sized cities, Knoxville came late to
developing an explicit entrepreneurial culture, but now it has numerous activities and
organizations that support and celebrate entrepreneurship as well as examples of successful
entrepreneurial companies.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For much of the 20th century, Pittsburgh was a major producer of
steel and one of the premier manufacturing cities of the United States. However, as domestic
and foreign competition grew, Pittsburgh’s economy declined. Fortunately, Pittsburgh also had
a long tradition of excellence in higher education as the home of Carnegie Mellon University,
the University of Pittsburgh, Duquesne University, and others. In the past two decades,
Pittsburgh has undergone an economic and cultural renaissance. The new Pittsburgh
emphasizes its strengths in such fields as medical services and research, information
technology, robots and artificial intelligence, and advanced materials.
Two less-successful regions: Baltimore, Maryland, and New Haven, Connecticut. In order to
further test our analysis of the factors that encourage technological entrepreneurship, we
examined two cities that have world-renown research universities but are not known for their
success in creating entrepreneurial economies: Baltimore, Maryland and New Haven,
Connecticut. We found that neither city was an early-mover in creating an entrepreneurial
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economy and their leading universities were slow to engage industry or promote
entrepreneurship. However, both cities and their universities have recently begun to place
greater emphasis on entrepreneurship.

Observations from the Case Studies
First, the creation of a complete regional entrepreneurial innovation ecosystem typically takes
many years. Austin’s fast-growing technology-based economy, for example, had its origins in
the 1970s before taking off in the late 1980s and 1990s.
Second, although every region is different, here are some of the typical steps in the creation of
a successful innovation ecosystem:


Strong local research institutions or strong existing high-tech companies are often the
first key ingredient in a region seeking to create high-tech start-up companies. Some of
the scientists and engineers in these institutions or companies and some local business
people then may become entrepreneurs.



These early entrepreneurs attract money and mentors from somewhere, possibly from
outside the region, because local mentoring organizations and local venture capital
firms and angel networks may not yet exist. State governments and local leaders can
help entrepreneurs by creating mentoring organizations and linking them to sources of
money.



The region’s early entrepreneurs may have difficulty in attracting experienced business
executives, engineers, scientists, and technicians. They may also have difficulty finding
lawyers, accountants, and other business service providers who can help them. This is
another area where a new regional organization help. The organization can educate
local lawyers, accountants, and others in how to help entrepreneurs and thus help
create local innovation communities.



Local universities and colleges then can begin to train business people, engineers, and
technicians for the new regional high-tech clusters. They also can provide night courses
for existing company engineers.



Often the first venture capitalists in a region are themselves former entrepreneurs who
have the experience and money to help others. They then begin to help a second
generation of entrepreneurs.



In time, a region may develop the ability to nurture entirely new types of high-tech
industries.

A third observation is that state technology programs can be particularly helpful in:
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Supporting regional entrepreneurship programs, including mentoring and seed financing
programs (as is the case with Ohio’s state programs).



Pushing “anchor institutions” (major research institutions such as the Cleveland Clinic
and Ohio State University) to innovate.



Helping win national competitions that attract tech resources to a region.

A fourth observation is that the history of a city can make it easier or harder to create an
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Austin and Columbus, whose economies were built around their
state government and large universities, have found it easier to create entrepreneurial
ecosystems than have Cleveland and Pittsburgh, which are trying to recover from the loss of
heavy manufacturing industries.

Possible Lessons for Other Regions
Regions and countries differ a great deal from each other, so no one policy or set of
recommendations will be appropriate for all regions or all countries. However, the analysis in
this report suggests some general steps that will contribute to success.


Leadership. In the U.S. experience, regions that are successful at technology
entrepreneurship have strong local leaders. Programs are driven by the region, not by
national agencies.



Build on strengths. Regions should build on their strengths, including in business areas
where existing local industries are strong and in technical fields where local universities
and companies are strong. However, since competition and technology change over
time, a region’s long-term goal should be to build an innovation ecosystem that helps
entrepreneurs to build new industries as new opportunities arise and older industries
shrink. Strong universities and research institutions are key in enabling a region to move
into new areas of technology and business.



Focus on supporting entrepreneurs. The focus of government and private programs
should be on enabling and supporting entrepreneurs (as opposed to focusing on
technology transfer from universities and laboratories).



Central governments and state/prefectural governments can help entrepreneurs. As
shown in this paper’s appendices, both national and state governments can help regions
by creating pro-entrepreneur tax policies, supporting universities and university
research, providing money for mentorship programs, and providing money for local
seed-capital funds.
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GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE ACTIONS TO SUPPORT
HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION IN
U.S. REGIONS
INTRODUCTION
Three Questions That This Report Asks
Several regions of the United States have become very successful in encouraging and helping
local entrepreneurs who want to create new “high-tech” companies – companies based on
advanced science and technology. Silicon Valley is the most famous of these regions, but other
parts of the U.S. also have become centers of high-tech entrepreneurship, including Austin,
Texas; Seattle, Washington; and Boston, Massachusetts. And several cities that saw their older
industries shrink have made significant progress in encouraging and helping high-tech start-ups;
in this paper we examine Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio; and
Knoxville, Tennessee.1
This report asks three important questions about U.S. high-tech regions:


How have some U.S. regions helped entrepreneurs to build successful high-tech
companies and industries? In particular, what features of a region’s “innovation
ecosystem” help local entrepreneurs and how have federal, state, and local government
programs and private initiatives contributed to the creation of innovation ecosystems?



Related, how can large companies in a region directly or indirectly help the creation of
entrepreneurial high-tech firms?



What lessons do successful, as well as less successful, U.S. regions offer to other regions
in the United States and other countries?

The report tries to answer these questions by discussing several “challenges” or tasks that
regions typically face if they want to create a “regional innovation ecosystem” that encourages

1

In this paper, we use the term “region” to mean a city and its surrounding suburbs or, as in the case of Silicon
Valley, a set of cities in one part of a state. We also use the term to mean areas that include parts of two or more
states, such as the Washington, DC/Suburban Maryland/Northern Virginia region. Another U.S. term for region is
“metropolitan area.”
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and sustains high-tech entrepreneurship. If a region can find solutions to these challenges – or
if solutions seem to emerge without special efforts – then the region has an excellent
opportunity to grow and sustain high-tech companies and groups (“clusters”) of these
companies.
However, the report also emphasizes that each region is different, that some regions have
much more difficulty than others in creating a successful innovation ecosystem, that meeting
these challenges does not guarantee success, and that technology-based industries change
rapidly and therefore a region that is successful at one time may not be successful in the future.
No “recipe” exists that guarantees success. However, regions that build their strengths in these
eight areas typically will be more successful than regions that do not.

Evolving U.S. Strategies for Regional Economic Development
A first point is that encouraging high-entrepreneurship is not the only strategy that state and
regional leaders in the United States use to help their economies. In fact, over the last fifty
years government officials and business leaders in the U.S. have used several “economic
development strategies” to help increase economic growth in their states and to create new
jobs. These strategies include the following:


Attract factories. Until the 1980s, most state government officials believed that the best
way to help their economies and create jobs was to attract new factories or persuade
the owners of existing factories to expand those facilities. Many state economic
development officials still pursue this strategy.



Assist existing local companies. However, in the 1980s, states and regions also began to
create government programs to help existing companies to stay competitive, including
small and medium-sized enterprises. The goal was to save existing jobs. These programs
provided research assistance, technical advice, and training. This strategy and the
strategy of attracting factories typically use tax reductions and infrastructure
investments to attract firms from outside the region – steps that are sometime
controversial because of their high cost.



Attract high-tech operations. As high-tech companies became more prominent in the
U.S. economy, some states and regions tried hard to persuade high-tech firms or
research institutions to move some of their operations to their cities. Companies
sometimes say that they will move some of their offices and other operations, and cities
then compete for these operations and the jobs that accompany them. For example,
Amazon recently announced that it would create a “second headquarters” with 50,000
employees, and cities are now competing for that operation.
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Encourage local entrepreneurial companies. Finally, as states and regions around the
U.S. looked at the success of Silicon Valley and some other regions, they began to ask
how they could encourage the creation of local high-tech companies and jobs. That is,
instead of competing with other states for factories and Amazon-like offices, could they
“grow” their own new companies and jobs?

All four of these economic development strategies are important. However, this paper focuses
largely on the fourth strategy – trying to grow new local high-tech companies and jobs.
However, today all four strategies can help each other. For example, if a region is successful in
helping local entrepreneurs and creating an effective innovation ecosystem, then existing large
high-tech companies from other states may want to move some of their operations to that
region. And helping existing local companies to stay competitive can help local entrepreneurs
by providing them with high-quality components, services, or markets for their products.

Federal, State, and Local Roles in Economic Development
In the U.S., the federal government, state governments, and city and regional officials all play
important but different roles in promoting economic development. In particular, state and local
officials often play a large role in helping their economies. This paper discusses what federal,
state, and local programs do to promote and assist high-tech entrepreneurship.

The Goal: A Regional Innovation Ecosystem That Nurtures High-Tech Entrepreneurs
and Helps Them Build Industrial Clusters
A fully-developed regional innovation ecosystem includes (1) “clusters” (local industrial groups)
of existing high-tech companies and (2) networks of people and resources to help new
generations of entrepreneurs create companies – resources such as good universities,
associations that provide advice and learning opportunities, venture capital, and access to
specialized lawyers and other professionals who can help entrepreneurs.
A large academic literature exists on industrial clusters and regional innovation systems,
including why they form in particular regions and countries, how governments can promote
cluster development and innovation systems, and what features keep clusters healthy.2 This TPI

2

See, for example, Michael Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations (New York: The Free Press, 1990);
AnnaLee Saxenian, Regional Advantage: Culture and Competition in Silicon Valley and Route 128 (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1994 and 1996); David M. Hart, editor, The Emergence of Entrepreneurship Policy:
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report will not examine this literature in detail, but the report will draw upon some of the ideas
in the literature as it discusses the challenges that regions typically face and their strategies for
meeting those challenges and building successful entrepreneurial innovation systems.

Typical Challenges That Many U.S. Regions Face
TPI has identified several challenges, or tasks, that regions typically face when they want to
nurture local high-tech entrepreneurs. Other scholars may have somewhat different lists, 3 but
we believe our list is one good way to think about this subject. If a region can “meet” (solve)
these challenges, then it has created a regional innovation ecosystem that can encourage, help,
and sustain local high-tech entrepreneurs.
Again, there is no guarantee that every region can meet these challenges, and there is no
guarantee that a region that meets all eight challenges will succeed. But it is difficult for a
region to create strong high-tech entrepreneurship without meeting these challenges.
Another important point is that building regional strength in these areas can take decades. That
is, building a full regional innovation ecosystem is a long-term process.
These are challenges identified by TPI:
1. Provide leadership and a regional strategy.
2. Strengthen local universities and other research institutions and make them more
helpful to entrepreneurs.
3. Encourage local entrepreneurs.
4. Provide mentoring about how to start a company and how to write a business plan and
identify and connect to potential customers.

Governance, Start-ups, and Growth in the U.S. Knowledge Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003); Timothy Bresnahan and Alfonso Gambardella, editors, Building High-Tech Clusters: Silicon Valley and
Beyond (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Bjorn T. Asheim and Meric S. Gertler, “The Geography of
Innovation: Regional Innovation Systems,” in Jan Fagerberg, David C. Mowery, and Richard R. Nelson, The Oxford
Handbook of Innovation (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2005); and Dan Breznitz, Innovation and the State:
Political Choices and Strategies for Growth in Israel, Taiwan, and Ireland (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2007).
3
For example, the State Science and Technology Institute identifies five items that are required for a technologybased economy: a research base that generates new knowledge, mechanisms for transferring knowledge to the
marketplace, an entrepreneurial culture, sources of risk capital, and a technically skilled workforce. See:
https://ssti.org/TBED. TPI’s list of challenges (or “tasks” or “requirements”) is similar but places particular
emphasis on encouraging, mentoring, and otherwise helping local entrepreneurs.
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5. Match entrepreneurs with funding and office space.
6. Link entrepreneurs to support services and business networks.
7. Recruit or create a specialized workforce for growing companies.
8. Evaluate outcomes and improve government and private programs.

How Large Companies Can Contribute to Local Entrepreneurship
Many organizations can contribute to a successful regional innovation ecosystem – not only
mentoring organizations, business support services, and local universities but also other
companies. For example, local supplier companies and small local customer companies can help
an entrepreneurial start-up.
However, large companies in a city or region can be particularly helpful, both in direct and
obvious ways (such as investing money in a new firm or becoming a new firm’s customers) and
also in less direct and less obvious ways (such as when companies contribute to a local
university’s research programs and some of those researchers become entrepreneurs, or when
experienced staff members of large companies resign to join with entrepreneurs to form new
companies). In general, “home-grown” large companies – companies that started and
developed in a particular region – contribute more to the local innovation ecosystem than do
local branches of large corporations whose headquarters are in other regions.

Organization of This Report
The other sections of this report cover the following topics:


Federal, state, and local government roles in supporting high-tech entrepreneurship



Typical challenges that U.S. regions face and some of the ways in which regions respond
to these challenges



How large companies in a city or region can contribute to the creation and growth of
local entrepreneurial high-tech start-ups



Conclusions and possible lessons for other regions and other countries



Appendices that present detailed “case studies” of entrepreneurship strategies and
programs in several U.S. cities: Austin, Texas; Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio; Knoxville,
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Tennessee; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; and brief studies of two less successful cities:
Baltimore, Maryland and New Haven, Connecticut.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT ROLES IN SUPPORTING HIGH-TECH
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In the United States, federal, state, and local governments all have agencies and programs to
promote economic development. Many of these programs focus on attracting factories,
assisting existing local companies, and attracting offices and other operations that are part of
large companies – which are three of the four types of economic development mentioned in
this paper’s Introduction. However, this section of the paper focuses specifically on agencies
and programs that deal with the fourth type of economic development: assisting the creation
and growth of local entrepreneurial high-tech companies.

Federal Government Roles
The U.S. federal government helps entrepreneurs in several ways. First, the government
pursues overall economic and tax policies that promote economic growth and
entrepreneurship. So, for example, tax laws provide incentives for investors to put money into
venture capital funds, which in turn can help high-tech entrepreneurs. Other laws allow new
companies to file for initial public offerings or allow failing companies to file for bankruptcy.
Second, several federal programs provide direct assistance to high-tech entrepreneurs. The
Small Business Innovation Research Program (SBIR) and the related Small Business Technology
Transfer Program (STTR) provide research funds to small firms and can help these firms
overcome “valley of death” problems. A January 2017 TPI paper discussed the contributions of
SBIR and STTR to technology commercialization.4
Third, other federal programs help fund state and local organizations that provide additional
assistance to entrepreneurs, including high-tech entrepreneurs. The U.S. Small Business
Administration (SBA) provides funds to Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs), which
give management assistance to current and prospective small business owners. 5 The SBA also

4

David W. Cheney, George R. Heaton, Jr., Christopher T. Hill, and Patrick H. Windham, The Contributions of the U.S.
SBIR and STTR Programs to Technology Commercialization, A Report to NEDO – Revised Version, Technology Policy
International, January 2017.
5
For information on SBA’s SBDC program, see: https://www.sba.gov/offices/headquarters/osbdc.
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helps fund Small Business Investment Companies (SBICs), which in turn provide money to small
businesses.6 The National Science Foundation’s Innovation-Corps provides grants to universities
for programs that mentor professors and students who may wish to start companies based on
federally-funded research.7 The Commerce Department’s Manufacturing Extension Partnership
(MEP) helps fund centers around the country that provide technical assistance to both existing
and new small and medium-sized manufacturers.8 And the Commerce Department’s Economic
Development Administration (EDA) has a Regional Innovation Strategies (RIS) Program that
funds two types of grants: the “i6 Challenge” that supports the creation of centers for
innovation and entrepreneurship and a Seed Fund Support (SFS) Grants competition that
provides funding for technical assistance to create seed funds (early-stage venture capital
funds).9
Fourth, EDA also gives grants to regions around the country that help them develop what EDA
calls Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies (CEDSs).10
While federal macroeconomic and tax policies are important and federal grant programs are
valuable, the federal role in state and local economic development is actually quite limited.
Americans often believe that state governments, local governments, and local civic groups
(business associations, philanthropic organizations, etc.) have primary responsibility for
economic development. In addition, long-standing political disagreements in Washington about
the appropriate role of the federal government – should the government directly help
companies or not? – prevents a large federal role in promoting entrepreneurship.
The federal government’s relatively small role means that, in the U.S., state and local initiatives
to promote economic development – including initiatives to help high-tech entrepreneurs – are
particularly important.

State Government Roles
Governors and state legislators want to help their economies and, as politicians, want to
convince voters that they are helping their economies. In the U.S., it is also politically

6

For information on SBA’s SBIC program, see: https://www.sba.gov/sbic.
For information on NSF’s Innovation Corps programs, see: https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/i-corps/.
8
For information on the MEP, see: https://www.nist.gov/mep.
9
Office of Innovation and Entrepreneurship (OIE), Economic Development Administration, “Regional Innovation
Strategies (RIS) Program,” https://www.eda.gov/oie/ris/.
10
For information on EDA’s CEDS grants, see: https://www.eda.gov/ceds/.
7
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acceptable for state governments to play an active role in promoting economic development -both states led by Democrats and states led by Republicans can have significant programs.
As mentioned in this report’s Introduction, for many years state programs focused on attracting
new factories and new branch offices of large corporations, and this is still an important part of
state economic development programs. For example, state agencies often help companies
identify potential locations for factories, offer training assistance for company employees, and
provide reduced taxes as an incentive for a company to locate its factory or branch office in
their state.
In recent years, though, states have greatly expanded their programs to:




help local high-tech entrepreneurs create new companies;
help connect university R&D to companies; and
help attract and build technology-based companies.

These efforts are often called “technology-based economic development” (TBED). The
Appendices to this paper describe a number of these state programs, such as those in Ohio and
Texas. These programs often support local mentoring organizations, new technology
commercialization programs at public universities, and sometimes also help finance seed funds
(early-stage venture capital).
The people who run these state programs have their own professional association, the State
Science and Technology Institute (SSTI). The SSTI website provides extensive information about
state TBED programs and federal programs that provide financial and technical assistance to
these state efforts, such as EDA’s CEDS grants.11
State-level economic development programs – including programs to help high-tech
entrepreneurs – are very important in the U.S. However, they often face three political
problems. First, legislators want to make sure that every part of a state gets money and
assistance, so funding may be spread thinly throughout the state and be less effective than if
resources went to the most promising cities. Second, state programs often change when the
governor or controlling political party changes. Third, when a state government faces budget
problems, these economic development programs, which are seen as more discretionary than
other expensive programs such as education or public safety, often experience budget cuts.
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These three political problems mean that state government programs are often quite politically
unstable; programs can start, begin to help, and then disappear or face major budget cuts. And
these three problems mean that local and regional actions and initiatives are particularly
important to entrepreneurship.

Local Governments and Local Civic Groups
In the U.S., local leaders in government, business, universities, and non-profit groups often
create their own programs and organizations to promote local (city) and regional economic
development. These local initiatives are often valuable and, as the case studies in this paper
show, these initiatives sometimes lead to significant growth in local economies.
The leaders who start these initiatives and build political support for them may come from local
government, the business community, a local university, a local philanthropic group, or a local
economic development organization. Which organizations these leaders come from is less
important than their willingness and ability to create new initiatives to help local high-tech
entrepreneurs.
Four points about local/regional initiatives in the U.S. are important.
First, local/regional initiatives often are particularly long-lasting and politically stable, because
leaders create a local political consensus on what should be done – a consensus that continues
even after mayors or other officials change.
Second, local/regional approaches are often more responsive to local needs and are more
collaborative than initiatives organized at Federal or state levels. At the local level, industry,
university and civic leaders find it easier to get to know each other well and to work together,
and they share an understanding of the community needs and have shared interests in making
their community stronger. It is also usually easier to tell which programs are effective at the
local level.
Third, leaders and citizens in some U.S. regions are more enthusiastic about promoting new
economic growth than leaders in other communities. For example, regions that already have
successful large companies are often satisfied with their local economies. Mayors, business
leaders, law firms, and others in those communities are happy working with those large
companies and not particularly interested in focusing their time and resources helping local
high-tech entrepreneurs. However, leaders in regions that have lost important local industries –
such as Pittsburgh losing its steel industry – may work hard to create new local companies. Or,
alternatively, leaders in smaller regions may become ambitious and want their regions to grow
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economically, and so they work hard to improve their local universities and other institutions
and to help local entrepreneurs. Austin, Texas, is an example of this type of ambition.
Fourth, an obvious but still important point is that some U.S. regions have an easier time than
others in helping local entrepreneurs and creating successful regional innovation ecosystems.
Regions differ in their strengths and weaknesses. Some regions start with major advantages,
such as nice weather, strong universities, strong cultural institutions, and existing wealth.
Silicon Valley, Boston, San Diego, Seattle, and Austin are examples. But other cities also have
their own strengths, including lower costs, strong local business communities, skilled labor
forces, and sometimes excellent local universities. Pittsburgh and Columbus are notable
examples. Civic entrepreneurs often focus on how to build on their local strengths and reduce
their local weaknesses.

TYPICAL CHALLENGES THAT U.S. REGIONS FACE AND SOME OF THE WAYS IN WHICH
REGIONS RESPOND TO THESE CHALLENGES
Even regions that start with many advantages and strengths face challenges in trying to
encourage and help local high-tech entrepreneurs and, in the longer term, build successful
regional innovation ecosystems. The following sections describe typical challenges that U.S.
regions face.

Leadership and Strategy
The importance of local leaders. High-tech companies are built by entrepreneurs, but in the
United States state and local leaders often play important roles in persuading their
communities to encourage and support entrepreneurs. These leaders may come from
government, from the business community, from universities, or from philanthropic groups.
Sometimes an individual leader plays a large role, and at other times a small group may take
the lead.12
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In the U.S., these leaders are sometimes call “champions” – not because they are winners in sports contests
(another use of the term “champion”) but because they strongly advocate for (that is, “champion”) new goals and
programs. Another term sometimes used is “civic entrepreneur,” a person who may be in government, business,
or academia and who takes the lead in formulating new ideas and working with others to turn those ideas into real
programs. One person who first used the term “civic entrepreneur” is Douglas Henton, the founder of
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These leaders play several important roles in a region: (1) they are “catalysts” who persuade
people to assess their region’s economic strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities and to
develop a “vision” of what a stronger entrepreneurial economy could look like; (2) with others,
they develop a strategy for how to achieve that vision, including what organizations and
programs could encourage and help high-tech entrepreneurs; (3) they tirelessly meet with
other people and seek to build political and business support for their ideas; and (4) they help
create and implement new organizations and programs.
Leaders succeed in building support for their initiatives when other people in a region want it to
grow economically and are willing to listen to new ideas. It also helps if the region already has
some high-tech companies or good universities; then the leader tries to bring people together
to build on these existing strengths and invest in programs that will help entrepreneurs.
Silicon Valley as an example. Silicon Valley has long had high-tech electronics companies,
going back to Palo Alto’s Federal Telegraph Company, which, beginning in 1909, developed
radio equipment for the U.S. Navy. In the 1920s and 1930, Stanford and the University of
California at Berkeley continued to train electrical engineers, and some of them started
companies. During World War II and after, universities in the San Francisco Bay Area received a
great deal of federal research and development funding and its companies received large
defense procurement contracts. These federal funds helped build the region’s economy.
A key leader was Frederick Terman. In the 1920s and 1930s, as a Stanford electrical engineering
professor, he made his university a leading center for radio research and encouraged young
entrepreneurs. For example, he lent his own money to two students who wanted to start a new
company, William Hewlett and David Packard. In 1946 he became the dean of engineering at
Stanford and then Stanford’s provost. Terman saw electronics as a major opportunity for the
Bay Area, including electronics for aircraft and later missiles and then for commercial
applications. He also saw that Stanford could lease some of its land to new companies, help
train engineers for the growing companies, and take other steps to help the local economy. 13

Collaborative Economics, a consulting firm that works with local and state economic development groups. For a
discussion of his ideas see: Douglas Henton and John G. Melville, Grassroots Leaders for a New Economy: How Civic
Entrepreneurs Are Building Prosperous Communities (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1997) and Douglas Henton
and John G. Melville, Civic Revolutionaries: Igniting the Passion for Change in America’s Communities (San
Francisco: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2004).
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Martin Kenney, editor, Understanding Silicon Valley: The Anatomy of an Entrepreneurial Region (Stanford, CA:
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Luck and chance events always play important roles in whether a region develops a high-tech
entrepreneurial economy. This is true for Silicon Valley as well as other regions. Several events
helped the region grow. In 1955 William Shockley, the founder of a company in the new field of
semiconductors, moved to Stanford – helping to start the Silicon Valley semiconductor industry.
Because of the Cold War, the federal government continued to pour large amounts of money
into the Bay Area. The Bay Area’s good climate and tolerant culture attracted many
entrepreneurs. But luck alone does not explain the success of this region. Terman and later
other leaders played key roles in encouraging and helping entrepreneurs. In time, other parts of
the region’s innovation ecosystem developed, including a strong venture capital industry and
business support services such as specialized lawyers and accountants. And today several
organizations provide places for Silicon Valley leaders to meet and discuss steps to keep the
region’s economy healthy.
Leaders in other regions. The case studies in this report show how leaders were important in
other regions of the United States. In Austin, Texas, state officials and business leaders
obtained more money for the University of Texas, which hired world-class researchers, and
George Kozmetsky, a founder of a California electronics firm, became dean of the University of
Texas business school and played a leading role in organizing programs for high-tech
entrepreneurs. In Ohio, Governor Richard Celeste played a major role in the creation of state
programs that helped both existing companies and entrepreneurs. In Pittsburgh, after the old
steel industry died, local leaders developed a strategy that encouraged professors and students
in the city’s high-quality universities to become entrepreneurs. Knoxville followed a similar
process.

Strengthen Local Universities and Other Research Institutions and Make Them
More Useful to Entrepreneurs
One valuable element of any region’s high-tech strategy is to strengthen, if possible, the
region’s universities and other research institutions and to make those institutions more useful
to entrepreneurs. Some regions already have world-class research universities. But states and
regions can strengthen their existing schools, particularly public universities. For example, they
can use state funds to hire outstanding professors and to help their universities win large
Federal grants for new centers. They can also improve university programs for technology
transfer and mentoring, and they add can valuable new programs, such as new business schools
or continuing education programs for the region’s engineers. Regions that do not have top
universities or do not encourage their professors to start companies face a major challenge.
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U.S. universities vary a great deal, and the different types provide different opportunities and
challenges for their regions.
Top research universities and entrepreneurship. The best research universities recruit worldclass scientists and engineers, and these individuals are particularly able, if they wish, to start
companies using the most advanced science and technology. However, just because a school
has top professors does not mean that the region will automatically have high-tech companies.
In fact, prior to the 1980s only a few top U.S. universities – such as MIT, Stanford, and the
University of Wisconsin – encouraged faculty and students to become entrepreneurs. Most
schools did not. Professors at these other universities often preferred to get government
research grants and to consult, part-time, for large corporations.
The enactment of the Bayh-Dole Act in 1980 engendered a new willingness at many universities
to license federally-funded inventions, either to existing private companies or to local
professors, students, and entrepreneurs who wanted to start new companies. The Bayh-Dole
act also stimulated a major cultural shift that made entrepreneurship acceptable in the
academic world. These actions changed many top universities. More professors and students
started companies. And over time many top research universities created programs to help
academic entrepreneurs or to connect them to other mentoring and financing programs.
Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh is one notable example. Today, as mentioned earlier,
the National Science Foundation (NSF) helps by funding the Innovation-Corps (“I-Corps”)
Program. Because of these changes, faculty and students from major U.S. research companies
have played major roles in the development of many high-tech regions.
In some cases, wealthy schools have used their resources to become top research universities
and to help local high-tech entrepreneurs. One notable example is the University of Texas,
which is discussed in this report’s appendix on Austin. In the 1980s and later, the University
used money it earned from oil production on state lands to hire world-class faculty and to
expand its work with business.
In some cases, however, major universities have been slow to work with their local business
communities, and this inaction has contributed to stagnant local economies. Examples, as
mentioned in the last appendix in this report, include Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore,
Maryland, and Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. Historically, both showed little
interest in technology transfer, entrepreneurship, or their local economies. That situation has
begun to change, but so far these two schools have not led to the creation of high-growth
technology-based regional economies.
Other universities and entrepreneurship. The next level of research universities also can make
major contributions to their regional economies. While “top-level” research universities often
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focus on research and academic prestige, other universities are often more enthusiastic about
helping the economy. These other schools are often public universities, which have long
contributed to existing industries in their states, and they are usually very strong in a few
academic fields. They can contribute to their local economies by encouraging and helping their
professors and students become entrepreneurs, by licensing their inventions to local companies
and entrepreneurs, and, as will be discussed below, by helping to create a strong local
workforce.
Other university contributions. Both universities and local colleges also contribute in other
ways to high-tech entrepreneurship. One way is by educating people who become company
employees. Another is by providing continuing education for company engineers and other
professionals. Still another is for universities, which are often among the most important
institutions in a region, to take the lead in crafting regional entrepreneurship and innovation
strategies.
Other research institutions. In some regions, non-profit research institutions that are not
universities have also played important economic roles. For example, SRI International in Silicon
Valley has led to many spinoffs, among them Siri which was acquired by Apple. In San Diego,
researchers at several biomedical research organizations – such as Scripps, Salk, and Burnham –
have contributed to the city’s biotechnology cluster. This report’s appendix on Ohio mentions
that role that Battelle, another non-profit research institution, plays in Columbus’ economy,
and the role that the Cleveland Clinic, a medical center, plays in entrepreneurship in Cleveland.

Encourage Local Entrepreneurs
Encouraging entrepreneurs. Persuading people to become entrepreneurs can be difficult,
particularly in a region that is just beginning to create high-tech start-ups. In those situations,
becoming an entrepreneur can seem risky or unacceptable. So, what can a region do to find and
encourage such people?
Universities can encourage and support their professors and students who might wish to start
companies, and the universities can provide either their own mentoring programs or link
professors and students to other local programs.
Sometimes scientists, engineers, and executives in existing companies are interested in leaving
those companies and becoming entrepreneurs. This may happen either because these
individuals see new opportunities or because the existing companies are shrinking and people
need to find new jobs. In either case, mentoring and financial-assistance programs can help
these individuals start their own new firms. And this movement from existing firms to new ones
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illustrates the benefits of having large high-tech firms in a region. Those firms can be a major
source of entrepreneurial talent. Again, Austin is a particularly notable example.
Some regions have advantages that other places do not, and this situation affects how many
entrepreneurs want to be in those regions. A beautiful location, good universities, a tolerant
and open culture, and cultural amenities can persuade both entrepreneurs and highly-skilled
employees to move to a region or to stay and build their new companies there.
The importance of high-skilled immigrants. In the United States, immigration has played a vital
role in high-tech entrepreneurship. In Silicon Valley in 1998, for example, one-quarter of the
high-tech companies had chief executive officers who came from either India or Greater China
(the People’s Republic, Taiwan, and Hong Kong). Many of these CEOs originally came to the
United States for graduate school and stayed in America. Many more Indian and Chinese
engineers worked in Silicon Valley companies, contributing to the region’s success. 14 And as
noted in the Cleveland case study, Cleveland has an organization to attract and support
immigrant entrepreneurs.
In addition to starting companies, immigrants also often maintain contact with suppliers and
technical communities in their home regions, improving global supply chains. And these global
networks help new American-based companies sell their products and services in overseas
markets.
A culture that tolerates risk and failure. High-tech entrepreneurship is a risky activity, and
many start-up companies fail. Encouraging people to launch start-up companies despite these
risks can be difficult.
While detailed studies of this problem do not exist, three points seem important. First, a few
early successes in a region can produce a huge change in the local business culture. A few
successes send a signal to not only potential entrepreneurs but also to local support service
providers (lawyers, accountants, and others) that high-tech start-ups may succeed and deserve
support. Second, the more support that local organizations can offer to potential entrepreneurs
– including mentoring services – the more likely that a professor, a graduate student, or an
engineer at an existing company might take the risk of starting his or her own firm. And third, a
failure in one venture is usually not seen as disqualifying a person from receiving additional
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support in the future. Many people believe that entrepreneurs who have tried and failed once
or twice are likely to have gained experience that will let them succeed in the future.

Provide Mentoring
Professors, graduate students, and engineers in existing companies may be experts in
technology, but they usually know little about how to create a successful business – such as
identifying potential markets and potential competitors and understanding how to develop
products, find initial funding, connect with potential customers, and recruit business managers.
People who come from large corporations will know more about business operations and
markets, but they also may know little about the start-up world, such as how to attract venture
capital funding or how to manage in a high-pressure environment featuring a combination of
high uncertainty and limited time, skills and money. A big challenge for a region is to find a way
to advise these potential entrepreneurs. Mentoring from business people, especially those with
entrepreneurial experience, is particularly valuable.
Mentoring in regions where high-tech entrepreneurship is new. Regions that are just beginning
to create high-tech entrepreneurial companies often need to create new organizations to
provide mentoring. These organizations may take several different forms: a local business
group recruits experienced business people to become mentors; a local college or university,
possibly with funds from the state government, creates a mentoring organization; a local
university wins a grant from NSF’s I-Corps program and provides initial mentoring; or a few
individual business people offer to help young companies. In all of these cases, new
entrepreneurs typically need both general advice (legal requirements to form a new company,
financing options, etc.) and individualized advice to help them develop and implement their
particular business plans.
In addition, some U.S. universities now help students who might be interested in becoming
entrepreneurs by organizing “business plan competitions,” in which small teams of students
propose new companies and local business people judge which ideas have the best potential.
Sometimes the winning teams receive cash awards or receive introductions to venture
capitalists.
One increasingly popular mentoring process is the startup “accelerator.” An accelerator is
defined as a fixed-term, cohort-based program, including mentorship and educational
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components, that culminates in a public pitch event or demo-day.15 Typically, a venture that is
accepted into an accelerator program goes through an approximately 3-4 month program,
along with a cohort of other ventures, in which they define and build their initial products,
identify the needs of their potential customers, and secure resources, such as capital and
employees. Accelerators usually provide a small amount of seed capital (often in the form of an
equity investment), some working space (although some accelerators are “virtual” and do not
require their ventures to relocate), and many networking, educational and mentorship
opportunities, with both peer ventures and mentors. Finally, most programs end with a “demo
day” where the ventures pitch to a large audience of investors, with the goal of getting funding
to take the venture forward.16 While accelerators are used for different types of technology
ventures, they are especially popular with information technology ventures, because the model
works well with the fast pace and low capital requirements of that sector.
Incubators, discussed in the next section, generally provide some degree of mentoring along
with a broader range of services to entrepreneurs, including office space, specialized
laboratories, financing, access to business services, and other professional networking.
Austin, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Columbus are examples of cities that created helpful
mentoring programs, combined with other entrepreneurial support programs, when their hightech entrepreneurial communities were new, often using federal, state, and local funds to pay
for these initiatives.
Mentoring in regions with established high-tech entrepreneurship. Older regions such as
Silicon Valley or today’s Austin or Seattle have evolved “innovation ecosystems” that include
networks of business associations, university centers, specialized conferences, and other groups
in which established entrepreneurs, new entrepreneurs, university professors and students,
and business support people such as lawyers meet, build relationships, and learn from each
other. In addition, there are many informal opportunities for young entrepreneurs to meet with
experienced business leaders. For example, a graduate student might find that her professor
has helped to start one or two companies and can provide advice and mentoring.
These regions may also still have formal mentoring organizations but they need them less than
regions that are new to high-tech entrepreneurship. In these older regions, there are many
ways for new entrepreneurs to learn from experienced business people.
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Match Entrepreneurs with Funding and Office Space
In addition to the advice and information that a mentor can provide, a new high-technology
entrepreneur often needs several types of resources: research and development (R&D) money
to develop a first product, start-up money to hire staff and begin operations, and office or
laboratory space.
Resources for research and development. The valley-of-death problem exists for many new
start-up companies. Even software companies need money to turn a promising idea into a
working prototype, but valley-of-death funding problems are particularly severe for companies
that want to develop, build, and sell physical products. SBIR and STTR grants can be helpful to
these companies. In January 2017, TPI submitted a detailed paper to NEDO about these two
programs.17
Regional mentoring groups and sometimes universities and state government agencies provide
information about SBIR and STTR to new entrepreneurs. Federal agencies also hold meetings
around the country to explain the programs and to encourage people to apply. Because SBIR
and STTR together now provide over $2 billion a year in money to small businesses, including
start-ups, they have become a valuable source of money for entrepreneurs. Such funding is
particularly helpful to a start-up company because SBIR and STTR do not require entrepreneurs
to give the government part ownership of their companies, unlike venture capitalists who
receive part ownership in return for their investments, and because venture firms rarely will
fund R&D during that critical valley-of-death period.
However, SBIR and STTR do have several features that may limit their value to new
entrepreneurs. First, agencies provide money in technical areas that interest the agencies and
fit with their missions. So, while 11 federal agencies provide SBIR awards and five provide STTR
money, it is possible that a new entrepreneur will not find any agency interested in funding the
particular technical area in which the entrepreneur is interested. Second, the SBIR and STTR
programs are highly competitive; not everyone who applies will win. Third, the size of
SBIR/STTR Phase I awards and Phase II awards, while larger now than in past years, may not be
large enough for a company to complete its product development work.
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A variety of state programs build on SBIR. Some simply provide local companies with assistance
in applying for SBIRs. Some provide state matching funds to essentially increase the size of the
awards. Some provide Phase III funding.
Initial funding for the company. What can regions with no venture capital firms and few “angel
investors”18 do to help their new entrepreneurs get funding? This challenge can be difficult for
a new high-tech region to solve.
Several options are available to these regions. First, many states and even some universities
have “pre-seed funds” that provide very early funding to new start-ups. Ohio’s Third Frontier is
an example of a state program that works with private finance companies to offer seed funding
to promising start-ups. “Crowd-funding” organizations such as Kickstarter are also an option for
some companies, and many accelerators provide seed funding in exchange for equity in the
start-up.
Second, state governments can create seed funds that provide even more capital to promising
new firms. Kansas and Oklahoma are two states that once had, in effect, their own state
venture capital firms. However, such state programs sometimes encounter a problem. When a
promising company needs its next round of venture capital financing (typically called a “Series
A” round of funding), the companies must look to regular venture capital firms for that money.
And if a region does not yet have its own local venture firms, the companies must look for
money elsewhere. Because venture capitalists often want the firms they fund to be near them,
the company in, say, Kansas or Oklahoma may face pressure to move to Silicon Valley or
Boston. So, a promising local company may move, and the home region does not get the
economic benefits.
Why do venture capitalists often want the start-ups they support to be near them?
Convenience is one reason; the Boston venture capitalist does not have to travel to, say, Kansas
once a month for meetings of the start-up’s board of directors. In addition, good venture
capitalists provide start-ups with much more than money: they also provide advice on strategy,
help find talented local executives, and bring in other venture capital firms. They like their startups to be close to all the resources that an established high-tech region can provide.
Third, the local mentoring organization can try to connect entrepreneurs to angel investors and
venture capitalists in other, more established regions. For example, the local organization can
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try to persuade Silicon Valley venture capitalists to look at their companies and, they hope,
make investments.
One region that tried this approach, with some success, was San Diego. In 1985-1986 local
leaders created a mentoring and assistance organization called CONNECT, which recruited
volunteer business people to mentor new entrepreneurs and then selected a few of the most
promising start-ups to present their business plans to local and outside investors. Some of
those companies received investments from Silicon Valley. In time, some of San Diego’s
pioneering entrepreneurs themselves became local angel investors and venture capitalists, so
the region developed its own sources of money.
A fourth option is to try to persuade local banks to invest in high-tech start-ups. However, this
approach faces several problems. Bank officials usually do not understand advanced
technologies or high-tech market opportunities and thus have trouble evaluating loan
applications. In addition, banks usually want some form of collateral (valuable property, such as
real estate, that the borrower will forfeit to the bank if the borrower cannot repay the loan).
However, start-ups usually have few resources and almost never own real estate, so they do
not have the types of collateral banks want.
Office and laboratory space. Besides money, new firms also need office space and sometimes
also laboratory space. Some state universities and other non-profit organizations will provide
no-cost or low-cost office and laboratory space to new companies for a limited period of time,
such as six months. An organization that houses or helps several start-ups, and typically
provides access to business services (e.g., legal, accounting, computer services) is usually called
an “incubator.” Incubators can either be publicly-supported or private organizations that work
for a fee or a percentage of the company’s stock. As noted earlier, accelerators also often
provide working space for companies, but generally only for the short duration (typically 3
months) of their programs.
Although IT companies, especially in the era of cloud computing, have modest needs for office
space and equipment, startups in other technology areas, such as biotechnology or
manufacturing, often have more substantial and expensive needs. Some regions have
specialized incubators with wet labs for biology and chemistry, or prototyping equipment for
manufacturing. The latter are often referred to as “fab labs” (for fabrication laboratories) or
“maker spaces.” Examples of these are discussed in the Cleveland case study.
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Nurture Business Support Services and Business Associations
In addition to mentoring, money, and sometimes office space, entrepreneurs often also need
specialized business support services and forums for meeting with other entrepreneurs.
Specialized business support services. A new entrepreneur needs several types of specialized
help: lawyers who understand start-up law and intellectual property law; accountants who can
work with small firms, even if they have global sales; specialized commercial real estate agents
who can help firms find office space and sometimes also laboratories; banks that understand
when and when not to lend money to high-tech firms; consulting firms that can help with
corporate strategy, marketing, and regulatory compliance; and recruiting firms and human
resources firms that can help start-ups find the executives, scientists, and engineers that they
need. (We will discuss recruitment issues further in the next section of this report.)
Such specialists usually do not exist in a region that is just beginning to create high-tech startups. Most lawyers, accountants, bankers, marketing experts, and commercial real estate agents
work with traditional large companies or traditional small firms, such as stores and restaurants.
These professionals simply do not understand what high-tech entrepreneurs need. Moreover,
they may initially have little interest in working with high-tech start-ups, since at first there are
few of these firms, the firms have little money, and learning how to work with them takes a
great deal of time. Put another way, investing in high-tech start-ups is too risky for many
providers of business services.
In some U.S. regions, as described in the case studies, the local organizations that provide
mentoring and links to investors may also organize meetings, dinners, and other events to
which they invite legal, accounting, banking, marketing, and real estate professionals.
Entrepreneurs, investors, and sometimes local university and corporate researchers also
attend. These meetings provide an education for local professionals and, equally important,
give the professionals and local entrepreneurs an opportunity to build relationships. In a region
whose economy has problems, such as Pittsburgh or San Diego in past decades, some lawyers,
accountants, bankers, and real estate agents may be looking for new work and are therefore
willing to consider helping entrepreneurs. They will be particularly interested in attending or
even in organizing these meetings.
The main point here is that a region’s leaders may need to take steps to encourage these
professionals to learn about high-tech entrepreneurship and help start-up companies.
In a mature regional innovation ecosystem, these business support services are well
established. New entrepreneurs receive advice from mentors and early investors about which
lawyers, accountants, and other professionals can help them. A new entrepreneur can then
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quickly file patent applications, legally incorporate his or her company, find an accountant who
will help with business accounts and with both U.S. and foreign tax laws, find a banker who will
accept his or her deposits and possibly provide loans, locate marketing experts who can help
the new firm with its branding and marketing, and find commercial real estate agents who help
the entrepreneur find affordable office space and, if needed, specialized laboratory buildings.
Mentors, investors, and recruiting firms can help recruit business executives for the new
companies.
Moreover, in a mature regional innovation ecosystem, the entrepreneurs, the investors, and
business support professionals constantly learn from each other and constantly teach each
about new technologies, new opportunities, new laws, and other factors that affect companies
and the region. These are networks of experts – part of what TPI calls a “regional innovation
community” – in which people learn from each other. A new high-region should try to create its
own group of business support professionals.
Regional business associations. When a region is first creating its high-tech community, the
regional mentoring organization or another group may organize these meetings of
entrepreneurs, business professionals, and others. But as a high-tech community grows, these
individuals often create specialized business associations. For example, robotics is an important
high-tech cluster (industry) in Pittsburgh, and there is now a Pittsburgh Robotics Network.
Boston and surrounding areas have a large biotechnology industry, and so these companies
have formed a Massachusetts Biotechnology Council. Most mature high-tech regions have
several of these industry-specific associations.
These associations perform several important roles. First, they continue to build relationships
among entrepreneurs, investors, business professionals, and local researchers, and thus they
contribute to further learning within the high-tech community. Second, these associations also
speak to local government officials, school districts, and colleges and universities about what
steps these organizations could take to help local high-tech industries grow. The associations
therefore extend the “innovation community” beyond the business world to include
government and education officials. Again, a process of mutual learning occurs. This learning
can lead to improvements in the local business environment – improvements such as new tax
policies, education improvements, and better transportation.
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Attract or Create a Specialized Workforce for Growing Companies
New companies need skilled employees: business executives for finance, marketing,
operations, human resources, and regulatory compliance; engineers and scientists who
understand the companies’ technologies; and skilled technicians and other workers.
Experienced executives. A region that is just starting its high-tech companies faces a serious
challenge regarding business executives. The first local company in a particular industrial sector
probably will have great difficulty in hiring experienced executives. Who wants to move to a
new city, with a family, when there is only one company? What happens if that job is not a
good one? Moving to a region with only one company in that person’s industry is very risky.
Given this challenge, a region’s leaders and first entrepreneurs have several options. First, the
entrepreneurs and their investors can offer a great deal of money (or stock options) to
executives. Second, the region’s leaders can help create or attract additional companies, which
may attract additional executives. This is a key way in which regional efforts to both attract
technology companies and support entrepreneurship are complementary. Third, the companies
can try to train their own executives. And, fourth, if the region’s universities have business
schools they can try to train local executives.
Over time, a high-tech region attracts a group of experienced executives, including people who
specialize in running new start-ups or helping start-ups in trouble. Venture capitalists often
know the experienced executives in their region and can recommend executives. These
experienced executives become an important part of the regional innovation ecosystem.
Engineers and scientists. Once a new company starts, it needs engineers, scientists, and
computer programmers as well as business executives. Where can a new company find such
people?
Regions can try to train such people in local universities, recruit them from other parts of the
United States and the world, or do both. So, for example, a region with new software
companies can try to increase the number of computer scientists and computer engineers
trained at local universities. For example, in the Austin area both the University of Texas and
Texas State University greatly expanded their numbers of computer science students. In
addition, local universities can provide additional training in new technologies to older
engineers, particularly by offering university classes at night to working engineers.
In recent years, Americans and Canadians have often talked about the “creative class” and how
cities can attract them. The social scientist Richard Florida, now a professor at the University of
Toronto, made the term “creative class” famous. He means, among others, the talented
engineers, software programmers, graphic artists, and other professionals that information
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technology companies and high-tech firms in general want to hire. Many of these “creative”
people are young, and in recent years they have preferred to live in interesting cities that have
rich and diverse culture and are accepting of diverse types of people.19
One viewpoint says that cities that make themselves more attractive to young professionals will
be more economically successful. For example, Austin has become a major center for music and
other culture. Pittsburgh cleaned up the sites of its old steel mills, created beautiful parks along
its rivers, encouraged new restaurants, and succeeded both in keeping recent local college
graduates and attracting additional young people from other places.
The desire of creative talent to live in places with rich and diverse cultures, combined with the
desires of employees to have multiple potential employers and the desire of employers to have
a large workforce pool seems to favor larger cities over smaller cities (i.e., cities with fewer than
100,000 residents). Some analysts argue that larger cities thrive economically today, despite
high costs and crowding, while smaller American cities have difficulty attracting new companies
and workers.20 Some small cities are doing well economically, but in general leaders in smaller
cities seem to face greater challenges than those in major urban regions.
Technicians and other workers. New companies need many types of workers. For example, a
biotechnology company may need not only business executives and scientists but also
laboratory technicians, nurses, and other employees. As start-ups grow, they will need more of
these skilled people. Local universities and community colleges can play an important role here
in training skilled employees.

Evaluate Outcomes and Improve Programs
The evaluation of programs that help entrepreneurs is always important, particularly when the
programs receive government money. But what types of evaluation are most useful?

19

Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class -- Revisited, Revised and Expanded (New York: Basic Books, 2014).
Recently, Florida has also pointed out the negative side of affluent young professionals moving into North
American cities. They contribute greatly to the economy, but their move into cities leaders to higher housing prices
and more crowding, both of which hurt less-affluent residents. The result can be more inequality and more social
tension. See: Richard Florida, The New Urban Crisis: How Our Cities Are Increasing Inequality, Deepening
Segregation, and Failing the Middle Class – and What We Can Do About It (New York: Basic Books, 2017).
20

See, for example, Eduardo Porter, “Why Big Cities Thrive, and Smaller Ones are Being Left Behind,” The New
York Times, October 10, 2017. https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/10/business/economy/big-cities.html?_r=0.
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Many of the cities we examined in the case studies developed analytical groups at local
universities or local consulting firms that could help evaluate programs and provide advice to
civic leaders. Some regions also used national consulting organizations to assist with
evaluations. The most useful evaluations appear to be ones that link back to the leadership and
strategy making function described earlier, and help the region address gaps and define new
directions. Austin, for example, has a strong local think tank but also uses external consultants
to assess the ecosystem and recommend new directions.
In the United States, many government and private programs and organizations that help hightech entrepreneurs typically try to measure the following items:


The number of entrepreneurs and companies that the programs and organizations
helped.



The amount of investment money that these companies raised, particularly from private
investors. One part of this question is to ask whether the overall amount of venture
capital in the region is growing.



The products, revenues, and jobs created by these companies, particularly jobs within
the region.



More specifically, which types of assistance led to the best outcomes? That is, what
worked?

These are important metrics. As this report’s appendices show, Austin and Ohio are two places
that have been good at evaluating these types of outcomes.
However, it may also be valuable to evaluate more subtle outcomes, particularly those that
measure the health of the region’s overall innovation ecosystem. For example, one could count
the numbers of law firms, accounting firms, and other business support companies that have
begun to help the region’s high-tech entrepreneurs. Evaluators could also count the number of
engineering, science, and technician students graduating from local colleges and universities,
and the number of working engineers who took night classes to improve their skills. In short,
how healthy is the local innovation system?
Established high-tech regions in the U.S. also often investigate their “business environment”
and overall economy. For example, each year a group called Joint Venture Silicon Valley
publishes an “index” (summary of measurements) of the economic health of the region. In
recent years, the reports have shown that Silicon Valley has problems: it is creating more jobs,
which is good, but housing is becoming more expensive, transportation is bad, and economic
inequality is growing. These negative trends may one day hinder economic growth in the
region, and today they are already making life difficult for many residents. So, evaluators can
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measure the health of an entire region as well as measure the numbers of new companies,
sales, and jobs created.21
Some regions also use the evaluations in their marketing material to attract new firms,
emphasizing the growth of the ecosystem and resources available to companies in the region.
The Austin Chamber of Commerce, for example, tracks progress in the ecosystem and
businesses environment and uses this information in marketing materials to attract new
firms.22
In addition to local “index” measurements, private groups such as the Kaufman Foundation
evaluate how well different regions promote entrepreneurship. 23

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF LARGE COMPANIES TO LOCAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Large Companies Can Contribute in Many Ways
Large companies, particularly large high-tech companies, can contribute to local entrepreneurs
and regional innovation ecosystems in many ways. In some cases, the large firms contribute
directly to a start-up by buying its products or investing money. In other cases, the support is
less direct and less obvious, as when a large firm contributes to a local university’s research
programs and some of the university’s researchers become entrepreneurs.
These large companies can be either parts of large multinational corporations that have their
headquarters in other cities, as is the case with IBM or General Electric, or they can be firms
that began as local start-ups but grew into much large companies, such as Dell Computers in
Austin or Intel, Apple, and Google in Silicon Valley.

21

These annual “indexes” are available at a Joint Venture Silicon Valley website:
https://jointventure.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&layout=blog&id=13&Itemid=1827.
22
Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce. Greater Austin Economic Development Guide 2017.
http://austinedguide.com/.
23
See in particular the Kauffman Index of Startup Activity and the Kauffman Index of Growth Entrepreneurship.
The first is available at: http://www.kauffman.org/kauffman-index/profiles?loc=US&name=unitedstates&breakdowns=growth|overall,startup-activity|overall,main-street|overall. The second is available at:
http://www.kauffman.org/kauffman-index/reporting/growth-entrepreneurship.
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Direct Support for Entrepreneurial Companies
Large companies can directly help individual high-tech start-ups in several ways, including the
following ways:

24



Large companies may invest money in start-ups. Some large high-tech companies have
their own venture capital groups. Examples include Intel Capital (part of Intel
Corporation); GV (Google Ventures, part of Google’s parent company, Alphabet); and GE
Ventures (part of General Electric).24 These corporate venture capital groups usually
invest in start-ups that have technology or products that are relevant to the large firms’
needs. Also, the corporate venture capital groups may invest in companies in just a few
regions – such as Boston, Austin, or Silicon Valley – and less in newer high-tech regions.



Large companies may spin-off start-ups. Some large companies spin-off new
companies, especially when they have an invention or a business line which requires a
different business model than the main company. For example, Google has spun-off
companies for self-driving cars, health care, and others, and Dell has spun-off
cybersecurity companies. The parent company often provides some key staff and
funding for the spinoff, and typically retains some equity in the spinoff. Spinoffs from
large companies may differ from other entrepreneurial companies because they may be
incubated inside the large company and so may already be fairly large when they
become independent.



Companies may purchase goods or services from a start-up. Large companies might be
important customers for new high-tech firms in a region.



Companies may buy part or all of an entrepreneurial firm. Large companies sometimes
buy start-up firms. For example, Google bought YouTube and other companies,
Facebook bought WhatsApp and Instagram, and pharmaceutical companies sometimes
buy biotechnology start-ups. Some companies, such as Cisco Systems, prefer to buy
promising start-ups – and their technologies – rather than invest in expensive internal
R&D departments. Today, many entrepreneurs start companies in the hope that large
corporations will one day buy their start-ups.

For further information on these particular corporate venture capital groups, please see the following websites:
Intel Capital: http://www.intelcapital.com/; GV: https://www.gv.com/; and GE Ventures:
https://www.geventures.com/.
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Other Ways in Which Large Companies Contribute to Local Entrepreneurship
Large companies, particularly large high-tech companies, can also contribute in other ways that
help regional innovation ecosystems.


Employees may leave large companies to start new firms. Executives and engineers
from large existing companies may leave those companies to start new entrepreneurial
firms. And these particular entrepreneurs can be very important, because they have
both engineering expertise and business experience. In Silicon Valley, Austin, and
elsewhere, these individuals have helped to build entire industries. For example, the
founders of Intel – once a start-up company – came from Fairchild Semiconductors and
before that from Shockley Semiconductors.



Company executives may mentor entrepreneurs. Experienced entrepreneurs who have
started what are now big companies often mentor younger people. This mentoring can
be through mentoring organizations, such as the ones discussed in other parts of this
report, or through informal conversations. In both cases, the wisdom of these
executives can be very helpful to new entrepreneurs.



Company executives may become angel investors. Executives in established companies
are often quite wealthy, and they may invest some of their own money in new
companies. That is, they may become “angel investors.” These “angels” may also
provide mentoring to the entrepreneurs that they fund.



Companies may support incubators, accelerators, and seed funds. Large companies
sometimes provide financial support to local incubators, accelerators, and seed funds.



Companies add to the region’s talent pool. Large companies in a region hire many
people and therefore contribute to the creation of a large regional “talent pool” of
knowledgeable business executives, engineers, and technicians. These individuals then
may join new start-up companies.



Companies support the expansion of business services. Large companies, like start-ups,
need skilled lawyers, accountants, recruiters, and other business service providers.
Sometimes the business needs are of large firms are very different from start-ups, but
big law firms, accounting firms, and other service providers in a region may create
special groups to help entrepreneurs.



Companies support local business associations and civic organizations. Large
companies frequently contribute to local chambers of commerce and other business
associations. These business groups can help entrepreneurs in several ways. For
example, they can help create valuable mentoring organizations and other forms of
assistance for entrepreneurs. They become places where executives from both large
firms and start-ups can meet and learn from each other. Also, these groups help
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companies, both large and small, present their views to local and state government
officials.


Companies may provide philanthropic support within regions. Under U.S. tax law, both
companies and individuals may contribute money to non-profit organizations and
receive a tax benefit. As a result, companies in the U.S. have long made philanthropic
contributions to schools, hospitals, and community service organizations. In addition,
individual employees of large companies frequently serve as volunteers, helping these
non-profit organizations. For example, company executives may serve on the board of
directors of local hospital, charitable groups, and “public-private partnerships” such as
local economic development organizations. The economic development organizations
and some of the charitable groups may help local entrepreneurs.



Companies may support research and education programs at local universities.
Company executives may help local universities in two ways: the companies themselves
may support university research or training programs, and wealthy business executives
may contribute their own money for research buildings or research programs. In both
cases, these contributions help local universities improve their research, attract
additional research funding, and attract good researchers. And some of those
researchers may become local entrepreneurs, or provide technical assistance to local
entrepreneurs, or train students who later work in start-up firms.

CONCLUSIONS
The Goal: A Successful Regional Entrepreneurial Innovation System
Successful responses to these typical challenges often enable regions to create
“entrepreneurial innovation ecosystems”, which in our definition include the high-tech
companies themselves, their suppliers and customers, support institutions such as universities,
and “innovation communities” – business associations, mentoring groups, business
professionals, and other social networks that encourage, help, and sustain entrepreneurs and
the industry clusters that they create. A vibrant innovation ecosystem will not only help today’s
entrepreneurs but also future generations.
There are no guarantees. Even if a region meets these challenges, it may fail to create new
high-tech firms and may fail to create a robust and successful entrepreneurial innovation
ecosystem. Both culture and luck affect success, and even the best initiatives may not work.
However, a region that works hard to meet these challenges has a good chance to succeed.
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In addition to the need to meet the eight challenges, the case studies suggest several other
observations about creating a successful entrepreneurial innovation ecosystem.

Observations From the Case Studies
First, the creation of a complete regional entrepreneurial innovation ecosystem typically takes
many years. High-tech entrepreneurship in Austin, for example, had its origins in the 1970s
before taking off in the late 1980s and 1990s.
Second, although every region is different, here are some of the typical steps in the creation of
a successful innovation ecosystem:


Strong local research institutions or strong existing high-tech companies are often the
first key ingredient in a region seeking to create high-tech start-up companies. The
research institutions are often universities, but they also can include non-profit research
organizations such as SRI International or Battelle. Government R&D funding is
important for these universities and other research institutions. Then some of the
scientists and engineers in these institutions or companies, along with local business
people, may become entrepreneurs.



These early entrepreneurs attract money and mentors from somewhere, possibly from
outside the region, because local mentoring organizations and local venture capital
firms or angel networks may not yet exist. At this time in a region’s history, a new
organization that provides mentoring and linkages to financiers can be very valuable.
Attracting outside companies can also help, because, as mentioned, some of their
employees may leave those firms and start their own new local companies



The region’s early entrepreneurs may have difficulty in attracting experienced business
executives, engineers, scientists, and technicians. They may also have difficulty finding
lawyers, accountants, and other business service providers who can help them. Regional
organizations can help solve the second problem by educating local lawyers,
accountants, and others and – in the process – helping to create local innovation
communities.



Local universities and colleges then can begin to train business people, engineers, and
technicians for the new regional high-tech clusters. They also can provide night courses
for existing company engineers.



Often the first venture capitalists in a region are themselves former successful
entrepreneurs who have the experience and money to help others. They then begin to
help a second generation of entrepreneurs.
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In time, a region may develop the ability to nurture entirely new types of high-tech
industries. Silicon Valley, for example, has developed an ability to quickly fund and help
entrepreneurs in new areas. Its leaders, research institutions, funders, and business
support services have nurtured one industry after another: defense electronics, civilian
semiconductors and computers, Internet equipment, biotechnology, digital content
companies, and so forth.

A third observation is that state technology programs can be particularly helpful in:


Supporting regional entrepreneurship programs, including mentoring and seed financing
programs (as is the case with Ohio’s state programs)



Pushing “anchor institutions” (major research institutions such as the Cleveland Clinic
and Ohio State University) to innovate



Helping win national competitions that attract tech resources to a region (as was the
case with Texas state resources helping Austin to win the MCC and SEMATECH
competitions)

A fourth observation is that cities’ histories can make it easier or harder to create an
entrepreneurial ecosystem. Austin and Columbus, whose economies were built around their
state government and large universities and have found it easier to create entrepreneurial
ecosystems than Cleveland and Pittsburgh, which are trying to recover from the loss of heavy
manufacturing industries. Cleveland is particularly bogged down by legacy issues, including
depressed neighborhoods, crime, and racial divides. Having a variety of old manufacturing
industries, often in different political jurisdictions, can make it more difficult for a region’s
leaders to develop a consensus on promoting one or two new-high industries. The former
successes of old industries can create a culture and civic leadership that wants to maintain
older policies and is resistant to change.

Possible Lessons for Other Regions
Regions and countries differ a great deal from each other, so no one policy or set of
recommendations will be appropriate for all regions in all countries. However, this analysis in
this report suggests some general steps that will contribute to success.


Leadership. In the U.S. experience, regions that are successful at technology
entrepreneurship have strong local leaders. Programs are driven by the region, not by
national agencies. Local leaders persuade other people that economic development is
important, they help identify region’s economic strengths and weaknesses, they work
with others to develop a vision and a strategy to achieve that vision, and they help
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develop a local political consensus on what actions are important and how to get money
and other resources for new initiatives. If local leaders can agree on strategies and
programs that meet the challenges identified earlier in this report, then the region has
an opportunity to help individual entrepreneurs and eventually to build an ecosystem
that will help future generations of start-ups.


Build on strengths. Regions should build on their strengths, including in business areas
where existing local industries are strong and in technical fields where local universities
and companies are strong. However, since competition and technology change over
time, a region’s long-term goal should be to build an innovation ecosystem that helps
entrepreneurs to build new industries as new opportunities arise and older industries
shrink. Strong universities and research institutions are key in enabling a region to move
into new areas of technology and business.



Focus on supporting entrepreneurs. The focus of programs should be on enabling and
supporting entrepreneurs (as opposed to focusing on technology transfer from
universities and laboratories). The case studies provide many examples of wellconstructed programs and organizations that identify and encourage potential
entrepreneurs, mentor them, help them to start their companies, and often help them
to grow their companies (for example, by linking them to additional funding and helping
to train local people who can work in growing companies).



Central governments and state/prefectural governments can help entrepreneurs. As
shown in this paper’s appendices, both national and state governments can help by
creating pro-entrepreneur tax policies, supporting universities and university research,
providing money for mentorship programs, and providing money for local seed-capital
funds.

The Case Studies in This Paper’s Appendices
To provide more information about U.S. regions and the programs and initiatives that help U.S.
regions to create successful local innovation ecosystems, this report’s appendices present
several detailed “case studies.” The regions discussed here are Austin, Texas; Columbus and
Cleveland, Ohio; Knoxville, Tennessee; and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Austin is an example of a
smaller city where smart leadership and good investments created a very successfully high-tech
region. This study is somewhat longer and more detailed than the others because it is one of
the most prominent examples of a city developing successful technology-based industries and it
has been studied extensively. Columbus and Cleveland benefited from valuable state programs.
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Columbus also has a major university, a major non-profit research institute, and good
leadership. Cleveland has good leadership and excellent biomedical research institutions but
struggles with long-standing problems of poverty and industrial decline. Pittsburgh lost much of
its manufacturing industry but has excellent universities and with help from local philanthropic
organizations and others is building a new high-tech community. Knoxville is a somewhat
smaller city with both a major nearby national laboratory and a significant university.
Also, the report’s final appendix very briefly discusses two U.S. cities that have been less
successful – Baltimore, Maryland, and New Haven, Connecticut. Each city has a major
university, but in both cases the universities and local leaders have not worked together to
support high-tech entrepreneurship until recently.
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APPENDIX I. AUSTIN, TEXAS
Background and Economic Development History
Austin is widely viewed as a success story in technology-based economic development. Austin
grew from a small city (a metropolitan area of about 400,000) with only a few technology-based
companies in 1970 to become a city with a metropolitan area of 2,000,000 with many software,
computer, and electronics companies. Austin’s growth has come from a mix of home-grown
companies (Dell, Tracor, National Instruments) as well as the attraction of companies created
elsewhere (IBM, Apple, Samsung, Facebook). Austin also has created several successful nontech companies, including Whole Foods (recently acquired by Amazon) and Tito’s Vodka. Over
this period, Austin’s per capita income has grown faster than the national average, and now
exceeds the national average. Austin’s development path was based on strong local
leadership, a strong university, low costs, and an attractive culture and environment. Austin’s
success has led to new challenges, such as rising housing costs and traffic, and not all of Austin’s
population has shared in the
Austin-Round Rock Metro
wealth.
Metro Population (2016)
(%change 2015 to 2016)
Median Household Income
(%change, 2015-2016)
Median Age
Industry specialization
(specialization factor)

2.06 million
(+2.78)
$71,000
(+5.66)
34.4
1. Professional Scientific, Tech
Services (1.54)
2. Mining, Quarrying, Oil, Gas
extraction (1.38)
3. Construction (1.34)
1. Professional, Scientific, Tech
Services
2. Retail
3. Healthcare & Social Assistance

Although Austin’s technologyand innovation-based economy
first began to expand in the
1980s, its origins can be traced
back to the 1940s and 1950s.
Austin’s economy was originally
based on the state government
Largest industries
and the University of Texas.
Austin was seen as an attractive
place to live, with a nice
Source: datausa.io
environment (due in part to its
Specialization factor is factor by which employment in the industry
lack of heavy industry) and a low exceeds what would be expected based on the region’s population
and national employment in the industry.
cost of living. The cost of living
was low in part because Texas had no state income tax, which in turn was due in part to the
fact that the state government benefited from oil revenue.
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The University of Texas has had a particularly important influence on Austin’s development as
an innovation economy. In the 1800s, first the Republic of Texas25 and then the State of Texas
set aside land to provide the endowment for a university.26 Originally these lands, in the
western part of the state, were used primarily for ranching and did not produce much income
to support the university. In 1923, however, oil was discovered on these lands, and since then,
the University of Texas has been among the wealthiest of universities. The University currently
manages and derives revenue from 2.1 million acres of land (about 8,500 km 2, similar in size to
the state of Delaware). In addition to oil, the university lands are also used for wind farms,
vineyards, grazing and hunting, ground water sales, and other uses. The revenues from the
land go into the Public University Fund, which in 2016 had a value of $18 billion, and is used to
support the University of Texas system as well as Texas A&M university. 27 Including other
contributions and investments, the University of Texas’s system’s net position (assets minus
liabilities) was $41 billion in 2016, making it one of the wealthiest universities.28 The strong
financial position of the university has enabled it to make investments to upgrade its facilities
and faculty. It also is a major landowner around Austin, and it has on occasion used this as a
tool to support economic development. 29
The University also benefited from federal R&D. Of particular importance was its Defense
Research Laboratory, which was founded in 1945 as a spinoff from Harvard’s Underwater
Sound Laboratory, and later renamed the Applied Research Laboratory. 30 It continues to be
active today as the U.S. Department of Defense-funded University Applied Research Center
(UARC),31and recently won a ten-year $1.1 billion contract from the Navy, the largest contract
at UT. 32

25

Texas was an independent country from 1836 to 1846, before joining the United States.
History of University Lands & The PUF Lands. http://www.utlands.utsystem.edu/Home/History
27
See: http://www.utlands.utsystem.edu/Content/Images/Home/puf-inforgraphic-hi-res.png
28 The University of Texas System Consolidated Financial Statements for the Years Ended August 31, 2016 and
2015 And Independent Auditors’ Report.
https://www.utsystem.edu/sites/default/files/documents/Consolidated%20Annual%20Financial%20Report%3A%2
0FY%202016/consolidated-audit-afr-2016.pdf
29
Tretter, Eliot M.. Shadows of a Sunbelt City: The Environment, Racism, and the Knowledge Economy in Austin
(Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation Ser.) (pp. 55-56). University of Georgia Press. Kindle Edition.
30
See http://www.texasacoustics.org/applied-research-laboratories
31
For a discussion of UARCs, see Heaton, George R. Jr., David W. Cheney, Christopher T. Hill, and Patrick H.
Windham. “Institutions to Perform Government-Funded R&D: A Report to NEDO. September 2015.
http://www.technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/Government_RD_Institutions.4184933.pdf
32
See: https://news.utexas.edu/2017/09/28/dod-awards-11-billion-to-applied-research-laboratories
26
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The start of Austin’s technology
industry is usually considered to
be the establishment of Tracor
(for “Texas Research Associates
Corporation”), a defense
electronics firm, in 1955. Tracor
was formed as a partnership
among four researchers at UT’s
Defense Research Lab. It grew
to eventually be a Fortune 500
company, and has been
credited with spawning many
spin-off companies – at least 14
by 1975.33 Tracor and its spinoffs maintained close formal
and informal connections to the
university, tapping into the
knowledge and scientific
expertise of UT faculty and
students. After several
acquisitions and sales, Tracor is
now part of BAE Systems, but is
still present in Austin.
In 1957 the Austin Chamber of
Commerce hired consultants
from UT’s Bureau of Economic
Geology to make
recommendations on how to
diversify the economy. They
recommended that Austin
develop light manufacturing
with a focus on the electronics

33

Timeline of Austin’s Development
Pre-1970 -- University and Government Economy
 Economic strategy to attract electronics manufacturing.
 Tracor founded in 1954.
 IBM establishes typewriter factory in 1967
 Texas Instrument establishes plant in 1969
1970s – Beginnings of Tech Industry
 Motorola plant established in 1974
 AMD plant established in 1979.
 Austin City Limits, PBS music show starts in 1974.
 National Instruments founded in 1976.
 IC2 Institute established at UT in 1977
1980s – Take-Off
 Austin wins MCC competition in 1983.
 Knowledge economy strategy adopted in 1985.
 Dell computers founded in 1984 (IPO in 1988.)
 Austin wins competition for Sematech in 1988.
 Austin Technology Incubator founded in 1989.
 By 1990, 3M, Applied Materials, Intel had established
manufacturing in Austin and IBM grew to 8000
employees.
1990s -- Growth of Semiconductors, Computers, and Software
 Innovation ecosystem continues to strengthen.
 By 1998, 650 software companies employed more than
24,500 people in the Austin area.
 Dell grows to 17,500 employees.
 SXSW music festival expands; becomes tech/media
event
2000s to Present – Expansion and Diversification
 In 2001 to 2003 the dot.com bust leads to jobs cut but
by 2005 Austin is again growing rapidly.
 Facebook & Google & Apple all expand Austin offices
 Growth expands to 5-county region, from San Marcos
to Georgetown.
 Austin Community College and Texas State University
are key parts of tech workforce development system
 Dell Medical school created at UT in 2016;
 Innovation system expands to biotech, energy, other.

Tretter, Eliot M. Shadows of a Sunbelt City: The Environment, Racism, and the Knowledge Economy in Austin
(Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation Ser.) (pp. 55-56). University of Georgia Press. Kindle Edition.
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industry. In the early 1960s, Austin attracted IBM to manufacture typewriters in Austin. This
was followed by facilities for Texas Instruments in 1966, Motorola in 1974, and Advanced Micro
Devices in 1979.34 In 1976, another spinoff from UT’s Applied Research Laboratory, National
Instruments, was founded by UT researchers, although it would be several years before it grew
to be a major company.
In 1977, George Kozmetsky, the dean of the UT business school who had co-founded Teledyne
in California, established the IC2 Institute at UT. 35 This institute would provide thoughtleadership for innovation and technology-based economic development in Austin and
nationally, and Dr. Kozmetsky became active in helping Austin develop a vision for technologyled growth.
Thus, in the 1970s, Austin was developing the beginnings of its technology-based economy. The
major attractors for companies were a low cost of living and a business-friendly environment,
coupled with the strong university and a comfortable climate. Austin was considered a
politically progressive city (especially relative to the conservatism of most of the rest of Texas),
due in large part to the university. Austin was also becoming known as a center for country
music. A weekly national public television music show, “Austin City Limits” began in 1974 and
continues today. The growing music scene helped to create the brand of Austin as a creative
town that was open to new ideas.
The 1980s was the pivotal decade in the establishment of Austin as a technology center. In
1983, Austin won a major national competition involving over 50 other cities to be the site of
the Microelectronics and Computing Corporation (MCC) computer industry research
consortium. MCC was formed in response to fears that the U.S. computer industry was at risk
of losing its competitiveness relative to Japan, and to some extent was a response to Japan’s
Fifth Generation Computing program. The story of MCC’s creation and its selection of Austin is
told in full detail in a book by Gibson and Rogers.36 The short version of the story is that Austin
and the State of Texas recognized the significance of attracting a research consortium of
computer companies and the potential boost that this would give to the city and the state. The
State of Texas at the time was highly concerned about diversifying away from its oil and gas
economy, which had been experiencing boom and bust cycles. Austin city leaders and state
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leaders worked together very effectively to put together a package that was attractive to MCC
that included not only financial incentives (which other competitors also provided) but also a
commitment to hire significant numbers of new computer science and engineering faculty at
the University of Texas and Texas A&M university in order to attract researchers and graduate
students who could work with MCC. This commitment, along with the evident high degree of
state, local, and private support for the project, was decisive in MCC’s decision to choose
Austin. The decision was also aided by the University of Texas’s ability to provide appropriate
land and buildings for the consortium.37
It is difficult to overstate the importance of this win (and the work that went into it) in Austin’s
development. It established Austin as a top place for technology companies to locate. Because
MCC was a consortium, it brought representatives of many computer companies to Austin, and
as they became familiar with Austin they saw it is an attractive place to do business, making it
easier for their companies and other companies to choose to locate in the city. The
commitment to expand faculty at UT that was part of the MCC bid also made the city more
attractive to other technology companies.
It should be noted that the University of Texas’s aspirations to become a leading university
were not limited to the high technology industry; UT sought to hire leading academics in many
different fields. The number of endowed chair positions at UT increased from fewer than 50 in
1982 to more than 300 in 2013.38 These were spread between engineering law, natural
sciences, liberal arts, business, and other fields. An example of a high-profile recruit was
Steven Weinberg, a Nobel laurate in physics, who was recruited to UT from Harvard in 1982.
These high-profile faculty recruits clearly strengthened the university and Austin’s overall
innovation system. By 1986, UT’s Department of Computer Science was receiving 3 times as
many graduate student applications (about 700 per year) compared to prior to 1983. 39 The
recruitment of highly ranked faculty helped UT Austin attract more research funding. Research
expenditures grew from $120 million in 1986 to $589 million in 2011. Most of this was federal
funding ($355 million), but corporate ($58 million), state and local ($41 million), non-profit ($31
million), and institutional funding ($88 million) were all important.40
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After the MCC win, the Austin Chamber of Commerce contracted with SRI International in 1985
to develop a new long-range economic plan. This plan, which focused on building an innovation
economy through both attracting information technology companies and creating start-up
firms, is generally acknowledged as creating a vision and plan for the Austin economy that was
largely adopted.41
Building on the success of the winning the MCC competition, the state and local government,
university, and industry team was well-prepared for the next major competition to host a R&D
consortium, which was for SEMATECH.42 SEMATECH, like MCC, was an R&D consortium of U.S.
technology companies that was largely motivated by loss of market share to Japanese
companies. Unlike, MCC, half of the funding for SEMATECH in its early years came from the
U.S. government, specifically from DARPA in the Department of Defense, which wanted to
maintain a healthy U.S. electronics industry to supply defense technologies. Austin won this
competition in 1988. This firmly established Austin as a place of choice for technology-based
research consortia, and for technology-based companies in general. 3M, Applied Materials,
and Intel all established manufacturing in Austin in 1980s, and by 1990, IBM’s Austin presence
had grown to 8,000 employees.
Also of note, in 1984, Michael Dell started what later became Dell Computers in his dormitory
room at UT. He soon dropped out of UT to spend full time on his company, which grew and
went public in 1988. In addition, the Austin Technology Incubator was founded in 1989 at the
IC2 Institute. This was to become a major support mechanism for entrepreneurship.
Austin’s reputation as a musical and cultural center continued to grow. Of particularly note, the
South by Southwest (SXSW) music festival began in 1987 and became an expanding annual
event.
By the end of the 1980s, Austin’s tech industry had reached critical mass – the point at which
companies were attracted to Austin because of the other companies that were already there
and by the knowledge infrastructure that had been created. Austin was now attractive to
information technology companies not just because of the low costs and attractive
environment but also increasingly because of the workforce, related companies, and university
research. In addition, the university and technology companies provided a source of
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entrepreneurs as well as local customers for technology entrepreneurs. Although the initial
home-grown companies (Tracor, Dell, and National Instruments) formed with little formal
support – they did not use incubators, accelerators, or venture capital – entrepreneurship
supports were beginning to be formalized.
In the 1990s, Austin continued to attract and grow semiconductors, computers, and,
increasingly, software firms. Growth came from relocations and expansions of large
manufacturers and also from homegrown companies such as Dell and National Instruments. By
2000, Dell had grown to 22,000 employees and overall technology industry employment in the
Austin region was 125,000 in 2000 companies.43 The technology community was characterized
as composed of four distinct parts: computer manufacturers, semiconductor companies,
Internet software companies, and the dot-com Internet commerce companies.
Meanwhile Austin maintained its reputation as a music center while expanding its reputation as
a technology center. The SXSW music festival expanded to include film and “interactive” in
1995 and became a major event for tech companies to introduce their new products.
In the 2000s, the “dot.com bust” – the collapse of many early Internet-based companies – led
to a cut in tech jobs from 2001 to 2003, but Austin regained growth by 2005 and continues to
be one of the fastest growing metro areas of the country. New companies have continued to
form, and Facebook, Google, and Apple, among others, have all expanded their Austin offices.
Economic development in the Austin region continues to expand geographically. Many of the
early tech companies set up their facilities on the northern and southern edges of the city. Now
economic development plans focus on a 5-county region, from to San Marcos, 30 miles to the
south, and Georgetown, 30 miles to the north.
In addition to the University of Texas, major contributors to the Austin tech workforce include
Austin Community College, which provides technical training as well as custom continuing
education courses for tech firms, and Texas State University in San Marcos, which has also
developed a strong undergraduate computer program. The availability of a strong workforce for
the tech industry, coupled with lower costs of living and lower salaries compared to Silicon
Valley, continues to be a strong attractor for companies to locate in Austin.
In addition to the information technology-related industries, which continue to attract the most
attention, innovation in Austin has diversified. Austin’s overall reputation as a good place for
creative people and technology businesses, combined with the broad strengths of the
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University of Texas, have led companies in other industries to either start up or relocate to
Austin. There are now over 230 life sciences companies in the region, with a workforce of
nearly 13,500, including firms in the specialties of biologics, medical devices, diagnostics,
pharmaceutical, contract research, and others.44 UT launched its Dell Medical School in 2016,
and the city is now creating a biotech-focused innovation district.45
There are also over 12,500 employees are in aerospace, aviation, and supporting industry
sectors, and 20,000 people working in 200 clean technology companies, including wind turbine
manufacturers, system integrators, and solar companies.46 In addition, 40,000 employees
throughout the Austin metro are in the creative and digital media technology industry.47 The
Austin Technology Incubator currently has programs for start-up companies in Bio/Health
Sciences, Clean Energy, Transportation and Mobility, and Water.48
In other developments that reflect the diversity of Austin’s growth, the Austin City Limits
Festival (derived from the long-running public television music show) was started in 2002 and
became Austin’s second major annual music festival (after SXSW). Austin also attracted an
annual Formula 1 motor racing event, the U.S. Grand Prix, in 2012.
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AUSTIN’S CURRENT INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Austin’s entrepreneurial support
ecosystem has evolved to be quite
complete and deep, with ample
sources of incubators and accelerators,
many sources of seed capital and
venture funding, strong networks, and
mentoring. The Austin Technology
Incubator provides links to
organizations that help start-ups,
including organizations that provide
funding, space, networks, courses and
other resources (see text box and
website to explore these organizations
in detail).
We now turn to how Austin addressed
the key challenges, discussed earlier in
the report, that regions face in
developing entrepreneurial economies.
LEADERSHIP AND STRATEGY

Austin Entrepreneurship Support Resources (Identified in
the Austin Technology Incubators Start-Up Library)
https://wikis.utexas.edu/display/asul/Home
Funding Sources
 11 angel networks
 4 incubator/accelerator funding
 16 venture capital funds
 6 sources of grant funding
 5 sources of crowd funding
Work spaces
 15 incubator/accelerators
 19 co-working spaces
UT Programs
 6 student groups
 18 UT centers/offices involved with
entrepreneurship
 15 graduate and 21 undergraduate classes
 15 student programs
 5 UT event series
Networks
 8 designer meetups
 21 developer meetups
 24 networking groups
 9 startup competitions
 7 hiring networks
 6 event series
Other Resources:
 Variety of libraries, industry associations, blogs,
and specialized newsletter covering A
 ustin tech scene.

Austin has benefited from strong
leadership and strategy-making over
the last 40 years. This began in the
1950s with the Austin Chamber of
Commerce hiring consultants from UTs
Bureau of Economic Geology to make recommendations on how to diversify the economy.
Leadership and strategy gained a boost through the role of George Kozmetsky, a former
technology entrepreneur who became the Dean of the UT business school, and with the
creation of the IC2 Institute. The Austin Chamber of Commerce, along with state and civic
leaders, led the recruitment of MCC to Austin, and then subsequently funded the SRI
International study that provided the framework for a technology- and innovation-based
economy. Similarly, the Chamber supported other consultant studies to prepare revised plans
in later years. As Austin’s technology-based economy grew, other organizations have
developed. In 1992, the Austin Technology Council was formed, which represents and
advocates for the technology industry.
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STRENGTHEN LOCAL UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS AND MAKE
THEM MORE USEFUL TO ENTREPRENEURS
The University of Texas has been central to Austin’s economic development in general, and to
its entrepreneurial economy. Over the last 60 years, the University has constantly attempted to
raise its national status. It was aided greatly in these efforts by the Public University Fund,
which was supported by oil revenues from university lands. Both the state and private donors
also support the recruitment of star faculty from other universities. As part of the MCC
competition, the university committed to strengthening the information technology-related
areas of the university, which provided broad benefits to the IT industry and to software
startups. The attraction of new star faculty helped the University to attract additional federal
R&D funds.
Not to be overlooked, the Applied Research Laboratory at the University of Texas, which does
defense-funded research, was the source of at least two of Austin’s important companies,
Tracor and National Instruments, which in turn became the source of additional spin-off
companies. The establishment at UT of the IC2 Institute, and later the Austin Technology
Incubator at IC2, were other important ways that the university supported entrepreneurship.
Today the university has many classes, programs, and centers to support entrepreneurship.
Several state technology programs have also helped strengthen the University of Texas. These
programs have varied over time – one governor will stop or change the previous governor’s
program. In general, the programs have focused on attracting star faculty to Texas, building
research equipment, matching federal funds or otherwise helping to win federal grants, or
supporting technology transfer. Table 1 lists Texas state research programs as of October 2015.
It is worth noting that these programs provide significantly higher levels of research and
innovation funding than similar programs in most other states.
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Table 1. Texas state research programs
Program

Purpose

FY 2016

FY 2017

Texas Research Incentive
Program (TRIP)

Matching funds to assist emerging
research universities in leveraging
private gifts to enhance research
productivity and faculty recruitment

$102,784,574

$35,312,500

Texas Research University
Fund (TRUF)

Supports faculty at research
universities, to ensure excellence in
instruction and research
Supports increased research capacity
at emerging research institutions

$77,537,897

$69,537,897

$58,555,705

$58,555,705

Support research capacity at other
(non-research & non- emerging
research) Institutions
Supports research capacity selected
Emerging Research institutions
(currently Texas Tech and University
of Houston)
Matching funds for cancer research

$7,136,194

$7,136,194

$18,908,644

$18,908,644

$300,055,000

$300,055,000

Core Research Support
(CRS)
Texas Comprehensive
Research Fund (TCRF)
National Research
University Fund (NRUF)

Cancer Prevention and
Research Institute of Texas
(CPRIT)
Governor's University
Research Initiative

Matching grants to public universities
and health-related
institutions to assist them in
recruiting distinguished researchers
from institutions outside of Texas.

$40,000,000

Source Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board, http://www.thecb.state.tx.us/reports/PDF/1525.PDF

The following is a partial list of other, now discontinued state programs:


The Norman Hackerman Advanced Research Program (1987 to 2014), which provided
state-wide peer-reviewed grants for basic research, with the intent of helping
investigators compete for other sources of funding.



The Texas Advanced Technology Program (1987 to 2001), which funded a total of 1,854
projects in eight biennial cycles from, for a total investment of approximately $320
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million.49 These projects were for applied research, technology development and
commercialization.


The Texas Competitive Knowledge Fund (TCKF), 2007-2015. The state appropriation for
TCKF was $93.2 million for the 2008-2009 biennium, $126.2 million for the 2010-11
biennium, $93.5 million for the 2012-13 biennium, and $159.2 million for the 2014-15
biennium.



The Texas Emerging Technology Fund, 2005 to 2015, which, in addition to providing
seed funds for the commercialization of technology, also provided funds for universities
to leverage Federal and private sector grants, and also funds to attract top research
talent.50 It was replaced in 2015 with the Governor’s University Research Initiative,
which focused more narrowly on attracting star researchers.

ENCOURAGE LOCAL PEOPLE TO BECOME HIGH-TECH ENTREPRENEURS
Several factors have helped to increase the number of high-tech entrepreneurs in Austin:


The University of Texas brings many young and talented people to Austin and has strong
entrepreneurship programs.



The existing technology companies, both those grown in Austin and those attracted to
Austin, have brought many thousands of people with technical and business skills to
Austin, some of whom become entrepreneurs.



The extensive set of supporting programs, networks, and financial resources (described
above).



The overall culture of Austin, which has encouraged creative endeavors (especially
music).

PROVIDE MENTORING TO NEW ENTREPRENEURS
While Austin did not start off with a mentoring system for entrepreneurs, a system developed
as the technology industry grew and as entrepreneurs sought to give back to their community.
As described in the Austin Technology Incubator’s Start-up Library, there is a very large range of
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networking organization, accelerators, and other programs that can provide advice and support
for entrepreneurs.
Some federal programs provide help in this area. The NSF-funded I-Corp program provides
training for entrepreneurs. This is managed at UT by the IC2 Institute. In addition, the U.S. Small
Business Administration supports Small Business Development Centers (SBDCs), which aid small
firms; the Austin region SBDC is run by Texas State University.
PROVIDE ENTREPRENEURS WITH FUNDING OR LINKS TO FUNDERS
As with mentoring, the funding environment for entrepreneurs evolved over time. The original
key Austin startups – Tracor, National Instruments, and Dell Computers – did not start with
angel or venture funding. But as the technology industry grew, the number of angel investors
and seed funds grew, and more venture capital came to Austin. The success of Dell Computers
and other companies led to a substantial number of wealthy individuals with funds to invest.
The Central Texas Angel Network (CTAN) is the most active single-chapter angel group in North
America and is a significant source of early-stage capital to entrepreneurs. It includes 185
individual accredited investors51 who also mentor entrepreneurs.52 The mentoring
organizations described above also help with identifying sources of funding, including SBIR
funding.
Venture capital funding is present, but not as well developed as in California or Massachusetts.
In 2015, VC-backed companies raised $920.7M in 165 deals.53 VC investment was about $760
million of this funding, with the rest coming for angels and other sources. VC funding in Austin
has been between 1 percent and 2.5 percent of national VC funding over the last 10 years.
Figure 1 provides details.
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Source: Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce. Greater Austin Economic Development Guide 2017.

LINK ENTREPRENEURS TO SUPPORT SERVICES AND BUSINESS NETWORKS
As with mentoring and financing, Austin evolved a large set of supporting organizations, such as
law firms and accounting firms, for technology companies. These were not put in place by
government programs to help entrepreneurs, but rather evolved to serve the needs of the wide
variety of technology companies that came to Austin.
RECRUIT OR CREATE A SPECIALIZED WORKFORCE FOR GROWING COMPANIES
Developing a highly skilled workforce has been a central part of Austin’s technology-based
economic development and has been a key factor in attracting both existing and new
technology companies to locate in Austin. Originally the University of Texas was the main
source of new talent. The University has continued to grow, and now has an enrollment of
50,000 students. Companies that relocated to Austin often brought skilled people with them,
and this added to Austin’s skilled workforce. Austin Community College (ACC) has also evolved
to play a major role in developing the technology workforce. In addition to providing 2-year
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associates degrees in many fields, it has a strong continuing education program that will custom
design courses for companies and teach them at the companies’ sites.54
In addition to UT and ACC, as the Austin region has expanded to include San Marcos, 30 miles
to the south, Texas State University has become a major contributor to the Austin region’s
technical workforce. Texas State University was originally established to train teachers but is
now a research university with an enrollment of 37,000 that awards over 200 undergraduate
and over 50 graduate computer science degrees each year.
CREATE GOOD EVALUATION PROCESSES
Austin does not have a formal city-wide technology-development or entrepreneurial support
program – there are many different institutions, projects, and activities – and similarly does not
have a formal program to evaluate all of these activities. Austin does, however, benefit from
the IC2 Institute’s continuing work to analyze Austin’s entrepreneurial economy. 55 Their
research program is addressing questions concerning how Austin’s entrepreneurial economy
developed over time, what institutions and policies have been important in the growth and
sustainability of local innovative startups, and other questions. The IC 2 Institute has also
evaluated some of the Texas state science and technology programs. Austin’s Chamber of
Commerce has also, from time to time, engaged consultants to help develop Austin’s strategy
for the future. Part of this work is involves assessing how existing programs are working.

ROLE OF LARGE COMPANIES IN AUSTIN’S INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Large companies have played a critical role in the development of Austin’s innovation
ecosystem. Austin’s development efforts were initially focused more on attracting technologybased companies to Austin than on creating new companies, and Austin’s innovation system
has benefited from its success in attracting companies and from the success of home-grown
companies. As noted above, in the 1970s and 1980s, Austin attracted IBM, Texas Instruments,
Motorola, MCC, and Sematech, and these helped strengthen the business infrastructure in
Austin and helped to create the perception that Austin was a good place for technology-based
companies to do business. In addition, several Austin startups became large: Tracor, National
Instruments, and Dell. As these became large, they played a particularly important role in
developing Austin’s tech ecosystem.
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Large companies played important roles in:













Human capital development. Large companies that moved to Austin brought skilled
managers with them, and large companies worked with local universities and
community colleges to strengthen the workforce in Austin.
Building research capacity. The city and state invested in research at the University of
Texas to attract technology companies and consortia (especially MCC), and these in turn
supported the continued expansion of research at the university.
Technology business organizations. Large companies became important members of
the Austin Chamber of Commerce and the Austin Technology Council, which worked to
improve the environment for business and innovation in Austin.
Supporting services. Large companies helped to support a variety of services – such as
legal and accounting services, that supported the overall innovation system.
Providing a source of entrepreneurs. As noted earlier, alumni of Austin tech
companies, such as Tracor, later formed new companies. IBM alumni formed Tivoli
Systems, which was later bought by IBM; Tivoli alumni formed many more companies. 56
Established Austin’s reputation as a good place to form a technology company. The
presence of large technology companies helped to establish Austin as tech center,
helping to attract entrepreneurs and other technical talent to Austin.
Contribute to venture financing. Large companies contributed to emergence of angel
and venture capital in Austin. Although the people and funds for Austin venture funding
came from many sources, some members of Austin’s venture capital industry came
from large companies,57 and companies such Dell established their own venture funding
organizations.58

While these aspects of the role of large companies seems clear, a caveat is that the role of large
companies in creating the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Austin is a subject for research and a
definitive answer for the role of large companies in other ways is beyond the scope of this
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study. One would need to conduct detailed case studies of entrepreneurial companies in
Austin to understand what role large companies played in providing markets, capital, advice,
and people. In most cases this information is not available in publications or on websites. The
information would need to be obtained through detailed interviews with entrepreneurial
companies.
The experience in Austin suggests that there may be some differences in the effects of large
companies that were founded in Austin compared to large companies that were recruited to
Austin. The companies that were founded and grew in Austin may invest more in the
community, since entrepreneurs often maintain special connections to their home cities. For
example, the Dell family foundation has donated over $100 million to the University of Texas,
including $50 million to fund the new medical school in Austin.59 While most companies make
some contributions to all the communities where they operate, they often contribute the most
to their home communities. Homegrown companies also contribute to local entrepreneurship
by serving as a model for future entrepreneurs.
Recruited companies, however, may have been especially important in bringing talent to
Austin. When companies move to a new region, they often move senior managers and skilled
workers to a region. While homegrown companies also may recruit nationally to bring in new
talent as they grow, they are unlikely to bring in as many people as quickly as when a company
moves to a region.
Large companies in Austin do not seem to have played a particularly large role in serving as
customers for new entrepreneurial companies. Many of the earlier entrepreneurial Austin
companies, such as Tracor and Dell, served largely external markets (e.g. defense or
consumers). Many more recent startups have been Internet companies that serve national and
international markets, not specifically large companies based in Austin. Others, like Whole
Foods and Tito’s Vodka, serve national consumer markets. Undoubtedly there are exceptions,
such as National Instruments, which likely benefited from having semiconductor industry
customers in Austin.
Similarly, it is not clear if large companies have played a major role in providing exits for
startups. They have at least in some cases: as mentioned above, IBM purchased Tivoli Systems,
which had been previously formed by IBM alumni. Amazon, which employs several hundred
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people in Austin, did buy the Austin-founded grocery chain Whole Foods, but the purchase
does not seem to be driven by Amazon’s presence in Austin.60
DISCUSSION/LESSONS
Many factors led to Austin’s success as a technology-based and entrepreneurial economy.
First, even before the “tech boom,” Austin had many attractive characteristics that gave it a
healthy economy. These included a low cost of living, an attractive environment, and a strong
and improving university. As noted above, several of these characteristics were due directly or
indirectly to Texas’s petroleum-based economy. Texas’s status as a low tax state is in part due
to the oil revenue (from leasing of mineral rights on state lands and oil company taxes). The
lack of an income tax, reduces the cost of living and raises after tax salaries, making it possible
for companies to attract employees at a lower salaries. Oil revenue coming from lands
allocated to support the university also enabled the University of Texas to have greater
resources than many of its competitors, allowing it to investment more heavily in upgrading its
facilities and faculty. Other state universities do not have similarly valuable endowments.
A second factor was strong and visionary leadership, collaboration, and effective strategies.
Austin was very early among U.S. cities to adopt a vision of a knowledge- and technology-based
economy. This was due in large part to leaders like George Kozmetsky as well as industry and
state government leaders. The collaboration among industry, the university, and government
was key in winning the MCC competition. The team put together a very strong proposal, that
was based not just on financial incentives but also on commitments to make the university
world class in IT-related areas. The success with MCC also led to the success with SEMATECH.
A third factor was the synergy between attracting technology companies and creating a positive
environment for entrepreneurship. The companies that came to Austin helped develop the
talent, the university research, the infrastructure and the sources of advice and finance, that
would make a strong entrepreneurial ecosystem. The early Austin startups – Tracor, Dell,
National Instruments – also added greatly to the infrastructure.
Fourth, Austin’s eclectic culture and music scene helped to create an Austin “brand” that
attracted creative people and made Austin a “cool” city to go to. Young, talented and creative
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Petro, Greg. “Amazon’s Acquisition of Whole Foods is About Two Things: Data and Product. Forbes. Aug. 2,
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people were attracted to Austin (many coming for the University and then staying) and the
availability of talent made Austin more attractive to companies.
Finally, it is worth noting that Austin’s success in entrepreneurship did not result from any
specific federal or state program. Rather, it emerged out of a locally led effort to move the
Austin economy into information technology industries. However, state and federal programs
provided key assistance and resources. DOD R&D funding supported key early Austin startups
and SEMATECH. State support was important in Austin’s winning MCC and SEMATECH, in
helping other companies to move to Austin, and in upgrading the capabilities of UT.
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APPENDIX 2. OHIO: COLUMBUS AND CLEVELAND
OHIO BACKGROUND AND HISTORY

This section covers two cities in Ohio,
Columbus and Cleveland. Ohio has
had strong state programs to support
entrepreneurship, and the analysis of
two cities in Ohio allows a discussion
of how the state programs affect two
different cities.
Ohio had very strong manufacturing
industries in the early and mid-20th
century. Northern Ohio, with its
proximity to the auto manufacturing
center of Detroit, was especially strong
Source: National Atlas, Public Domain,
in industries such as steel, glass,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=1056250
rubber, tires, and other auto parts. In
the 1960 and 1970s, these sectors and other manufacturing industries began to decline.
Northern Ohio (Cleveland and its surroundings, as well as Toledo) was especially hard hit.
Columbus, in the center of the state, and Cincinnati, in the southwest, had economies that
were somewhat less dependent on manufacturing, and fared somewhat better. Due to the
decline in industries, the state’s population has grown little since 1970 (10.6 million in 1970 v.
11.6 million in 2016).
Faced with declining competitiveness in manufacturing, Ohio was an early leader in state S&T
programs to help retain manufacturing and develop new industries to replace those there were
lost. In 1984 the state launched its “Edison Program,” which supported several manufacturing
technology centers and start-up incubators around the state. State technology programs
expanded greatly in 2002, with the launch of the “Ohio Third Frontier,” a $1.6 billion, 10-year
program.61 This program included elements to:
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For a review of this program, see Cheney, David and Jennifer Ozawa. “Evaluating Ohio’s portfolio of technology
programs.” Research Evaluation, 20(4), October 2011, pages 293–303.
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Strengthen university-industry collaboration, including creating endowed chair
professorships at universities in industry-related fields, and establishing universitybased centers of excellence in technology areas.



Supporting entrepreneurship, through seed funds, mentoring, incubators, and
commercialization grants.



Technology cluster development programs including R&D programs and grants to
attract out-of-state companies in targeted industry sectors, such as biomedical
imaging/medical devices; flexible displays/liquid crystals; fuel cells; photovoltaics and
sensors.



Technology centers to provide access to technology and business expertise in key
industries.



Financing programs including loans, programs to attract venture capital funding, and
tax credits for investors in small, Ohio-based technology companies.

In May 2010, Ohio voters approved a four-year $700 million extension of the program, which
was to extend through 2016.
In 2011, John Kasich became Governor of Ohio, and his administration elected to scale back the
Third Frontier Program and focus it more narrowly on supporting entrepreneurship and early
stage companies. This largely reflected the political preferences of Governor Kasich, a
Republican, who has generally opposed government efforts to support specific industries. The
program now includes:


The Entrepreneurial Services Provider (ESP) Program – a network of services and capital
to accelerate the growth of early stage Ohio technology companies.



The Ohio Third Frontier Fellowship Grant Program – to attract recent college graduates
into early-stage technology or technology-enabled companies.



Pre-Seed/Seed Plus Fund Capitalization Program – provides professionally managed
capital and associated services to accelerate the growth of early stage Ohio technology
companies.



Technology Validation and Start-up Fund – to help commercialize technologies
developed by Ohio research institutions.
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The Diversity & Inclusion Internship Program – to provide internships to diverse
students in technology and technology-enabled small business across Ohio.

Program funds have also been used to fund technologies that be useful for addressing opioid
crises, which is affecting Ohio as well as many other states.

Source: TPI
The Ohio state technology programs have generally been viewed as successful, based on a 2009
evaluation as well as more recent information.62 One indication is that angel and venture
funding of Ohio start-ups is increasing. In 2016, angel and venture capital investments in Ohio
companies totaled $470 million, an increase of 26 percent from 2015 and 46% from 2014. 63 Of
this, $244 million was in information technology (health care IT, e-commerce, business
products & services, etc.); $144 million was in life sciences; $57 million was in manufacturing,
robotics, & automation; and $25 million was in other areas. This total included 140 seed stage
investments ($74 million), 53 early stage investments ($204 million), and 17 investments in
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SRI International. “Making an Impact. Assessing the Benefits of Ohio’s Investment in Technology-Based
Economic Development Programs”. https://development.ohio.gov/files/otf/OH_Impact_Rep_SRI_FINAL.pdf
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growth stage companies ($192 million). Investments in Ohio companies were made by 53
investors headquartered in Ohio and 117 out-of-state investors. Many of the seed-stage
investments were from the 28 active seed-stage VC funds supported by the Ohio Third Frontier
program.
With this background on the overall context of the state of Ohio, we turn to the cities of
Columbus and Cleveland.

COLUMBUS
OVERVIEW
Columbus, like Austin, is a state
Columbus Metro
capital and hosts the state’s
Metro Population (2016)
2.04 million
most prominent university (Ohio (%change 2015 to 2016)
(+.98)
Median
Household
Income
$60,294
State University). It also is the
(%change, 2015-2016)
(+3.61)
home of a major non-profit
Median Age
35.8
research institute (Battelle). It
1. Finance & Insurance (1.74)
Industry specialization
has a growing and diverse
2. Management of Companies &
(specialization factor)
Enterprises (1.56)
economy based on education,
3. Transportation &
government, insurance, banking,
Warehousing (1.13)
defense and aviation, food,
Largest industries
1. Healthcare & Social Assistance
2. Retail Trade
clothing, logistics, steel, energy,
3. Manufacturing
medical research, health care,
Source: datausa.io
hospitality, retail, and
Specialization factor is factor by which employment in the industry
exceeds what would be expected based on the region’s population
technology. It is the
and national employment in the industry.
headquarters of five Fortune 500
corporations: Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company, American Electric Power (electric
utility), L Brands (fashion retailer), Big Lots (retail), and Cardinal Health (medical and
pharmaceutical products and services). Another 9 companies are in the Fortune 1000.
Columbus’s population has been growing, currently at 860,000, up from 539,000 in 1970; its
metro area population is two million.64
The Columbus region benefits from strong and well-organized regional economic development
groups and programs. A key organization is the Columbus Partnership, a non-profit,

64

For comprehensive details on the Columbus Region, see Factbook 2017: A comprehensive guide to the
Columbus Region’s economy. At http://go.columbusregion.com/Factbook
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membership-based organization founded in 2002 that now includes 64 CEOs from Columbus’
leading businesses and institutions. Its primary goal is to improve the economic vitality of the
Columbus Region.65 The partnership was the driving force, along with the Chamber of
Commerce66 and Ohio State University, behind the regional economic development strategy,
known as Columbus 2020.67 The strategy covers the 11-country mid-Ohio region, and includes
partnerships with the Chamber of Commerce, JobsOhio (the state economic development
agency), and the various county and other economic development organizations in the region.
This process has been credited with improving cooperation between business, industry, and
academia, as well as among the different local economic development agencies in the region
and with the state. The Columbus 2020 plan, and its updates, place a strong emphasis on
innovation and entrepreneurship, along with other aspects of improving the environment for
business.
In another sign of Columbus’s ability to compete with other cities in technology and innovation,
in June 2016 Columbus won the major U.S. Department of Transportation $40 million “Smart
City Challenge,” beating 78 other proposing cities, including finalists Austin, Denver, Kansas
City, Pittsburgh, Portland, and San Francisco.68 This illustrates the ability of industry,
government, and universities to work together.
The Columbus entrepreneurial ecosystem is not large compared to Silicon Valley or Austin but
is generally healthy and improving. It is viewed as one of the best places for entrepreneurship
in the Midwest U.S., and the region is considered attractive due to its lower costs (lower than
the east or west coasts), its manufacturing and IT skills, and its connection to a variety of
industries, including manufacturing, finance, insurance, health care, food/agriculture, consumer
products, and others. Columbus Ranks third in the Kauffman Foundation’s Index of Growth
Entrepreneurship in 2017 (up from fourth in 2016)69 and 23rd in the Kauffman Foundation’s
2017 Startup Activity Index.70
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See http://www.columbuspartnership.com
https://columbus.org/
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Columbus 2000!: Central Ohio’s Comprehensive Strategy for Economic Development. 2010. Also Columbus
Region Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy Update, 2014 . http://go.columbusregion.com/CEDS-2014
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Maddox, Teena. “How Columbus, Ohio parlayed $50 million into $500 million for a smart city transportation
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COLUMBUS TECHNOLOGY ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUPPORT
Columbus has had strong research institutions, primarily in the form of Ohio State University
(OSU) and Battelle, but until recently these had not led to much technology entrepreneurship.
Ohio State has had substantial industrially-funded research but did not have strong programs to
support technology transfer or to spin-off companies. Ohio State now has an innovation and
entrepreneurship program in its business school and has a Technology Commercialization
Office to aid in the commercialization of OSU developed technologies. OSU is gradually
strengthening its technology transfer programs. It earned a record $3.2 million in royalties and
other income in fiscal 2017 from licensing technology, but this still lags behind many other
research universities.71
OSU has placed a new emphasis on creating start-ups. It has an Accelerator Awards program
that provides researchers with up to $100,000 to advance and further develop technologies to
bring them closer to market. It is supported by the Ohio Third Frontier Technology Validation
Start-up Fund (TVSF).72 OSU reports that 45 startups have come from Ohio State during 20132016, and that they have attracted investments of over $65 million.73
OSU’s Center for Design and Manufacturing Excellence is supported by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP), which provides
technical support and consulting to small manufacturers.74 While it is not focused on
entrepreneurship, the MEP program can be helpful to start-up companies that can benefit from
technical assistance.
Battelle is the other major research organization in Columbus and employs about 2,600 people
in Columbus.75 Battelle is focused on providing technical and research assistance to its
government and industrial clients, most of whom are out of state, rather than on creating new
technology ventures. Battelle has, however, created several spinoff companies, such as
Velocys, a biofuels and fuels conversion company. 76
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Ghose, Carrie. “Ohio State tech licensing income tops $3M for first time, still low among Big Ten research
schools.” Columbus Business First. Nov 21, 2017
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Ohio State Office of Technology Commercialization. https://tco.osu.edu/startups/
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Ohio State Office of Technology Commercialization. https://tco.osu.edu/
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Battelle in the past has had strong groups focused on state and regional technology-based
economic development. While no longer at Battelle, spin-offs from these groups, including the
State Science and Technology Institute (www.ssti.org) and TEConomy Partners, LLC
(http://www.teconomypartners.com/), are based in the area, and former Battelle employees
have guided state and regional economic development strategies. So, although Battelle has not
been a major source of start-ups in Columbus, it has contributed significantly to state and
regional policies to support innovation.
Over the last decade, Columbus has developed an increasingly strong and successful support
system for entrepreneurship. The key institution in Columbus’s entrepreneurial ecosystem is
Rev1Ventures, formerly known as TechColumbus. This was formed in 2005 from the merger of
the Columbus Technology Council (a membership organization for technology-based business)
and the Business Technology Center, a leading incubator. TechColumbus was located in the
Ohio State University research park, and it incorporated some of the commercialization
initiatives of the park.77 TechColumbus formed at about the same time as the Ohio Third
Frontier state technology program was established, and TechColumbus was funded by the state
to be the regional center for the Entrepreneurial Signature Program.78 TechColumbus provided
seed funding, incubator space, mentorship, and access to services and capital for startup firms.
TechColumbus rebranded itself as Rev1Ventures in 2015 to emphasize its role in creating new
ventures. Rev1Ventures now provides support in five areas, helping entrepreneurs to develop
products, identify markets, develop business practices, build their team, and access capital. 79
Rev1Ventures also helps startup firms to connect with the diverse industries in the region that
are potential customers for the start-ups.
Regarding capital, Rev1Venture manages several different investment funds that provide
investment at different stages and at different levels, from pre-seed investments in the $25,000
to $250,000 range to growth investments in the $1,000,000 range. Rev1Ventures also provides
connections to angel investors, venture capitalists, investment groups, and other accredited
investors to make larger rounds of investment.80 Viewed as successful, Rev1Ventures is also
frequently the meeting place for innovation and entrepreneurship discussions in Columbus.
In addition to Rev1Ventures, there are several other regional incubators/co-working
spaces/accelerators in region, mostly in the areas surrounding Columbus. These include:
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Innovate New Albany ( https://innovatenewalbany.org/ )



Cultivate Business Incubator (http://www.cultivatesmb.com )



Dublin Entrepreneurial Center (https://www.decindublin.com )



Women’s Small Business Accelerator (www.wsbaohio.org/ )



Lumos, an accelerator (http://lumosinnovation.com/)

Other sources of capital, in addition to Rev1Ventures, are Drive Capital, 81 a Columbus-based
venture capital firm focused on Midwest start-ups, as well as several networks of Angel
investors.82
In recent years, there have been a number of successful Columbus region start-ups. The most
successful exit was CoverMyMeds, a healthcare software company that automates health care
insurance authorization.83 Founded in 2008 it was acquired by drug distributor McKesson for
$1.1 Billion in 2017.84 Others include:

81

82



Uptivity -- a call-center software company, acquired by inContact for $46 million. 85



Updox – A physician, pharmacy and patient customer relationship management
software which supports 300,000 users and 72 million patients.



Mentorcliq – which provides software to help companies with mentoring programs.



Nchannel – which provides cloud-based product information management, order
and inventory synchronization, and multichannel listing capabilities to retailers.



CrossChx – which provides artificial intelligence software for healthcare data
management and has received $35 million in funding.

See https://www.drivecapital.com/

Factbook 2017: A comprehensive guide to the Columbus Region’s economy. At
http://go.columbusregion.com/Factbook. p. 72-74.
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These firms provide a good indication that start-up companies are succeeding in the Columbus
area. They also suggest that many of the successful start-ups in Columbus are software
companies that support other industries (health care, retail, etc.) in the area.

ROLE OF LARGE COMPANIES IN COLUMBUS’S INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Large companies play an important role in Columbus’s support of entrepreneurial companies.
As noted earlier, the Columbus region has a diversified economy that includes the headquarters
of five Fortune 500 corporations and 9 other Fortune 1000 companies. These are in diverse
industries including insurance, health care, retail, electric power, and manufacturing.
These large companies have played an important role in seeking to improve the region’s
support of innovation. One way is through their work to promote economic development in
the Columbus region, including a focus on innovation. As described above, large companies are
major players in the Columbus Partnership, which led to the Columbus 2020 plan. 86 Large
companies including Nationwide Insurance, Honda, American Electric Power, and JP Morgan
Chase, are members of the board for the Columbus 2020 initiatives.87
In addition, the Columbus region has also worked specifically to connect big companies with
start-ups. A major feature of Rev1 Ventures, the main Columbus entrepreneurship support
organization, is its corporate partnerships, through which it links its corporate partners,
including Fortune 1000 companies, to new ventures. 88 Rev1 Ventures notes that the linkages
benefit startups by providing them with connections, advice, and often customers. The linkages
also aid the corporate partners by providing them with innovative thinking and solutions. In
addition, Rev1 Venture supports spinouts from the large companies in the region.
As a consequence of Columbus’s diverse set of large companies and its deliberate efforts to
connect these companies to startups, many Columbus start-up companies are in markets
related to Ohio-based firms, such as health care, insurance, back office support, and retail. For
example, CoverMyMeds, Columbus’s most successful (based on the valuation of its exit) startup
to date, connects to the region’s healthcare and insurance industries.
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Large companies also contribute to venture financing in the Columbus region. For example,
Nationwide Insurance is on the board of directors of VentureOhio, the Columbus-based nonprofit organization that is working to increase the availability of venture funding in Ohio. 89
Large companies in the region also contribute to the research and education activities of the
region’s universities, contributing to the overall innovation systems. For example, Ohio State
has a partnership with Honda of America Manufacturing that supports initiatives in education,
research and public service. In 1988, when Honda established it manufacturing facility in Ohio
in 1988, it established an endowment for transportation research at the Ohio State College of
Engineering, which now generates $1.5 million in revenue annually to be invested in ground
transportation-related programs in the college.90 More broadly, Ohio State, ranks fourth
among U.S. universities in the amount of research funded by industry. 91
In summary, large firms in the Columbus region contribute significantly to entrepreneurship in
the region, through creating an overall supportive business environment, by mentoring startups, by serving as customers for start-ups and by serving as sources of spinoff companies.
Columbus works actively to promote the connections between large companies and it startups,
and many of the successful startups have close connections with Columbus large companies.

Discussion – How Columbus Meets Key Challenges
Columbus has generally effective institutions to meet the key challenges that we identified in
the first section of this report. A brief summary of these are as follows:


Leadership and strategy – Columbus has strong local leadership and strategy
making, as evidenced through the Columbus 2020 planning process and
implementation. Industry leaders, Ohio State and Battelle, and the state
government all contribute to this process.



Strengthen local universities and other research institutions and make them more
useful to entrepreneurs -- Ohio State and Battelle have strong research capabilities
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See https://ventureohio.org/
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and gradually improving, but they have not been leaders in supporting new
ventures.


Encourage local people to become high-tech entrepreneurs – This has not been
strong historically, as the Columbus culture was more oriented toward large
companies than start-ups. Support and encouragement for entrepreneurs has
greatly improved, as indicated by the rankings on the Kauffman Foundation indices.



Provide mentoring, funding, support services, and networks to new entrepreneurs
– Through Rev1Ventures, other incubator/accelerators, and sources of venture
funding, Columbus now has a good system of mentoring for entrepreneurs,
providing them with funding, linkages to supporting services, and linkages to other
businesses. The diversity of industries in the Columbus region is an asset for
Columbus entrepreneurs, especially in areas related to e-commerce.



Recruit or create a specialized workforce for growing companies – In addition to
Ohio State University, Columbus State Community College is among the largest
community colleges in the nation and provides strong workforce support. There are
also many other colleges in the Columbus region.



Create good evaluation processes – The Columbus 2020 planning process tracks
metrics of the region’s performance and leads to updates in the plan’s goals and
programs. Capabilities to evaluate regional economic performance that were
originally developed at Battelle are still resident in the region through consulting
firms.

Although it is perhaps too early to declare Columbus a complete success in developing an
entrepreneurial tech-based economy – it has not yet reached the critical mass stage where
companies and talent are drawn to it by the companies and talent that is already there -- many
signs are positive and Columbus is receiving increasing attention as a center for tech
entrepreneurship, at least in the Midwest. The Columbus region’s success appears to be due in
large part to the combination of state programs (primarily the Ohio Third Frontier) that
supported the entrepreneurship ecosystem and local business and civic leadership, which
developed a strong regional plan and networks. The region benefited from its diverse
economy, strong anchor institutions (Ohio State and Battelle), and strong regional industrygovernment-university collaboration and strategy.
Columbus also benefits from a variety of federal programs. The Economic Development
Administration provided support for Columbus 2020 and its updates through its Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) program. Ohio State and Battelle benefit from federal
R&D funding. There is a federally supported Small Business Development Center at Columbus
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State Community College92 and a Manufacturing Extension Partnership supported center at
Ohio State. Entrepreneurs also benefit from SBIR/STTR programs. These federal programs are
useful, but they are generally the same as what are available to many metro areas and do not
provide Columbus a distinctive advantage.
Compared to Austin, Columbus was much later in developing a vision of an innovation-based
economy, and much later in developing institutions to support entrepreneurship. Columbus
also has not yet developed a national reputation as a magnet for creative talent. On the other
hand, Columbus’s diverse set of industries ranging from manufacturing to finance to consumer
products to health care give Columbus an advantage for start-ups that connect to those
industries.

CLEVELAND
BACKGROUND
Cleveland-Elyria Metro Area
Cleveland is the main city in the
historically industrial region of
Metro Population (2016)
2.06 million
Northeast Ohio, which includes
(%change 2015 to 2016)
(-0.25)
the neighboring cities of Akron,
Median Household Income
$52,131
(%change, 2015-2016)
(+2.12)
Canton, Youngstown, and
Median
Age
41.2
others. This region was at one
Industry specialization
1. Manufacturing (1.52)
time one of the country’s leading
2. Finance & Insurance (1.22)
(specialization factor)
manufacturing regions, with
3. Healthcare & Social Assistance
(1.22)
strong industries, including steel,
Largest industries
1. Healthcare & Social Assistance
auto parts, tires, aerospace, and
2. Manufacturing
3. Retail Trade
others. These industries are still
present but have declined in size Source: datausa.io
Specialization factor is factor by which employment in the industry
and competitiveness, and the
exceeds what would be expected based on the region’s population
number of manufacturing jobs
and national employment in the industry.
has declined even more sharply.
The Cleveland Metro area’s population has declined over the last 45 years, from a peak of 2.3
million in 1970 to 2 million today.93 The population of the City of Cleveland has declined much
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See https://sbdccolumbus.com/about-us/
Data from U.S. Census report in https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Cleveland
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more dramatically, from a peak of 915,000 in 1970 to 385,000 today, reflecting both the
movement of people from the city to the suburbs as well as the loss of manufacturing jobs.
More affluent citizens have tended to move to the suburbs, leaving the City of Cleveland with
depressed neighborhoods and a variety of social problems, which have dragged down efforts to
revitalize the city.
The region still has a diverse economy. 22 Fortune 1000 companies have their corporate
headquarters in Northeast Ohio, in the fields of insurance, tires and rubber, paint, aerospace,
chemicals, retail, food products, banking, electronics, steel and metals, industrial machinery
and other areas.94 A positive legacy from its affluent past is that Cleveland has strong cultural
resources, including a world-class symphony orchestra and strong art museums and music
schools.
Since the decline of manufacturing became apparent in the 1970s, Cleveland has undertaken
many efforts to improve its economy. In 1981, Cleveland Tomorrow, a private civic
organization made up of chief executive officers of the largest companies in the Cleveland area,
was created to improve the long-term economic health of Cleveland. Cleveland Tomorrow led
attempts to revitalize of the city through a variety of public-private development projects. The
organization's focus included attracting new businesses and strengthening existing ones,
improving management-labor relations, encouraging innovation in industry by encouraging
research and development and supporting higher education, and encouraging the revitalization
of Cleveland neighborhoods.95 Cleveland Tomorrow later merged with several other
organizations to form the Greater Cleveland Partnership, which is the major economic
development organization today.
Another early effort to help Cleveland’s manufacturing industry was the establishment, in 1984,
of the Cleveland Advanced Manufacturing Program (CAMP) to assist small and medium sized
manufacturers. This later became one of the first three centers in the Manufacturing Extension
Partnership (MEP), a national program to support small and medium sized manufacturers
funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Standards and Technology. CAMP later became the
core of the current Manufacturing Advocacy and Growth Network (MAGNET). 96
In recent years, the Cleveland region has tried to diversify its economy away from traditional
manufacturing sectors. This has taken the form of efforts, with the assistance of the Ohio Third
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Frontier state technology programs, to create new clusters in emerging technologies, including
fuel cells, polymer-based flexible electronics, and medical devices. 97 A particular area of
emphasis has been health care. The Cleveland Clinic is one of the top U.S. medical research
centers, and with the help of funds from the Ohio Third Frontier it has developed a greater
focus on innovation. In 2000 it established an innovation unit, Cleveland Clinic Innovations,
which has generated over 800 patents, 450 licenses, and over 40 active spin-off companies. 98
Innovation at the Cleveland Clinic was greatly aided by winning a major Ohio Third Frontier
contract to support the Global Cardiovascular Innovation Center (GCIC), a center that is led by
the Cleveland Clinic but also includes Case Western Reserve University, Ohio State University,
the University of Cincinnati, the University of Toledo, and University Hospitals. GCIC has
focused on the formation, attraction, expansion and retention of cardiovascular companies in
Ohio, and includes an incubator (with 5,000 m2 of laboratory facilities and office space) and
seed funds to support new companies.
The central organization in Cleveland to support entrepreneurship is Jumpstart. Jumpstart
manages the Northeast Ohio Entrepreneurial Signature Program Network, supported largely by
the Ohio Third Frontier.99 It provides pre-seed and seed funding, mentorship, links to other
sources of funding, and a wide range of support for small business and entrepreneurships. It
also has special programs to support women and minority entrepreneurs, as well as companies
in Cleveland’s depressed areas. The network has helped more than 1,000 companies, who have
gone on to raise more than $2 billion in capital, generate more than $2 billion in revenue and
create more than 10,000 total jobs.100
Other key supports for entrepreneurship in Cleveland are:

97

•

The incubator at Cleveland Clinic’s Global Cardiovascular Innovation Center (described
above).

•

Bioenterprise (www.bioenterprise.com), a nonprofit health care and bioscience business
accelerator that supports the growth of bioscience startups in the region. It provides
access to funding, connections to research and clinical institutions, management
guidance, access to services, and other business support. It is supported by
philanthropic groups and the Ohio Third Frontier.

SRI International. “Making an Impact. Assessing the Benefits of Ohio’s Investment in Technology-Based
Economic Development Programs”. https://development.ohio.gov/files/otf/OH_Impact_Rep_SRI_FINAL.pdf
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About the Center. Global Cardiovascular Innovation Center. http://gcic.org/about-the-gcic-2/about-the-center/
See http://gcic.org/portfolio-companies/ for a list of GCIC supported companies.
99
.See https://www.jumpstartinc.org
100
https://www.jumpstartinc.org/about/results/
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•

The Global Center for Health Innovation provides a show room for various vendors of
innovative medical, surgical and hospital goods, as well as spaces for collaboration, and
also includes an accelerator focused on biotech and digital health innovation, in
partnership with the Silicon Valley-based “Plug and Play” accelerator.101

•

The incubator at MAGNET (Manufacturing Advocacy and Growth Network, described
above) focuses on helping manufactured product businesses.

•

Other accelerators, including Flashstarts (www.flashstarts.com); LaunchHouse
(https://launchhouse.com); and Aviatra Accelerators (https://aviatraaccelerators.org),
which supports women-owned firms.

•

Federally-funded Small Business Development Centers, located at Cleveland State
University, the Hispanic Business Center, and the Urban League of Greater Cleveland,
provide counseling and technical assistance for small businesses.

In addition to these organizations, there are a number of facilities to assist budding
entrepreneurs with equipment for making prototype devices, commonly known as “fab labs”
(for fabrication laboratories) or “maker spaces.” Among these are:
•

Medical Device Solutions (MDS) at the Cleveland Clinic http://mds.clevelandclinic.org,
which provides access to the clinic’s R&D facilities102 for people seeking to make
innovative medical devices.

•

The Ideation Station Fab Lab at Cuyahoga Community College, http://www.tric.edu/workforce/ideation-station.html, which provides equipment for making
prototypes, including 3D printers, laser cutters, industrial fabrication equipment, and
open source software, for students and industry partners.

•

Case Western Reserve University’s center for innovation “think[box]”
http://thinkbox.case.edu/ , which provides space and a wide variety or equipment to
help students and others in the community to invent.

•

The Lorain County Community College Fab Lab, https://www.lorainccc.edu/fab-lab/ and
the TechCentral MakerSpace, part of the Cleveland Public Library,
https://cpl.org/subjectscollections/techcentral/makerspace/, which also provide similar
resources.

Cleveland can be viewed as moderately successful in entrepreneurship. It has generated many
start-up firms, although none have achieved billion-dollar valuations. Some of the firms that

101
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See http://www.theglobalcenter.com/

Facilities made available include the Biorobotics Core Laboratory, Electronics Core Laboratory, Engineering Core
Laboratory, Mechanical Core Laboratory, Polymer Core Laboratory, and Nitinol Center Core Laboratory
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have had successful “exits” (when companies have been sold or become public so investors can
regain their funding) include:
•

Cardio Insight, which provides mapping of electrical disorders of the heart based on
technology licensed from Case Western, and was acquired by Medtronics for $93
million.

•

Cleveland HeartLabs, a cardiovascular diagnostic testing company that spun-out from
the Cleveland Clinic, which conducts genetic tests to predict cardiovascular disease. It
was acquired by Quest Diagnostics.

•

Cardinal Commerce, which was founded in 1999 and provides secure e-commerce
transactions, was acquired by Visa in 2017 for an undisclosed amount.103

Entrepreneurial technology-based companies have contributed to Cleveland’s economy and
generate jobs, but they have not yet led to large companies that have significantly reshaped the
economy. Cleveland Ranks 19th out of the 40 largest metropolitan areas on the Kauffman
Growth Entrepreneurship Index and 28th on Kauffman’s Startup Activity Index, behind Austin
and Columbus, but ahead of Pittsburgh.

ROLE OF LARGE COMPANIES IN CLEVELAND’S INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM
Cleveland was a leading center of U.S. manufacturing, and at one time had many strong and
innovative large companies. Many of Cleveland’s large manufacturers have vanished -- either
closed or bought out by other firms. While there are still some significant manufacturing
companies, such as Sherwin Williams (paint) and Eaton Corporation (power management
equipment), in general they are not in fast growing businesses that provide markets for large
numbers of entrepreneurial companies.
Large companies in Cleveland, as elsewhere, contribute to the environment for
entrepreneurship in several ways. They have been active in general economic development
planning and promotion, through such organizations as the Greater Cleveland Partnership.
Employees with experience in large companies also serve as mentors to entrepreneurs. A
significant number of the mentors to entrepreneurs provided by Jumpstart (the leading
entrepreneurship support organization) have backgrounds in Cleveland-area large companies
(but many mentors also have startup, financial, academic, or other business experience). 104 As
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See: https://www.cardinalcommerce.com/about
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See https://www.jumpstartinc.org/services/mentoring/ for bios of Jumpstart’s mentors.
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in other cities, large firms in the region collaborate with colleges and universities and supports
the region’s human capital and research. For example, Case Western Reserve University has
collaborations with Eaton Corporation and Timken (a maker of bearings and related
components).
Many of Cleveland’s recent startups companies, however, are in areas related to health care
and medical devices, and thus their strong connections are to Cleveland’s medical enterprises
rather than its traditional manufacturing base. In Cleveland, hospitals and medical centers
appear to have assumed a larger role than manufacturing companies as the large enterprises
that provide the markets and connections for small innovative companies.
Cleveland’s focus on biomedical innovation also appears to be attracting some large companies
to Cleveland. For example, Siemens Healthcare moved a research center from Pittsburgh to
Cleveland to be closer to its partners (Case Western, University Hospitals, and Cleveland Clinic)
and to become part of the Global Center for Health Innovation.105

Discussion – How Cleveland Meets Key Challenges
Leadership and strategy. The Cleveland metro area and Northeast Ohio have a long history of
civic and business leadership organizations that work to promote economic development. As
mentioned above, the Greater Cleveland Partnership https://www.gcpartnership.com/ is the
main economic development organization for the Cleveland area. It serves as the Chamber of
Commerce for the Cleveland area, and also incorporates earlier groups such as Cleveland
Tomorrow. The organization includes OHTec, a technology (primarily information technology)
industry advocate and support resource within the Greater Cleveland Partnership, which
focuses on building relationships and a strong technology industry within Northeast Ohio. It
also includes a small business division, the Council of Smaller Enterprises (COSE), which has
supported and advocated for the small businesses in the region since 1972. 106
In addition to the Greater Cleveland Partnership, Team NEO (for NorthEast Ohio) is a
consortium of economic development organization in the broader region. It includes the
Greater Cleveland Partnership but also comparable organizations from surrounding cities and
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Lydia Coutré Siemens Healthcare relocates its U.S. central zone HQ from Pittsburgh to Cleveland. Crains’s
Cleveland Business. December 04, 2015
http://www.crainscleveland.com/article/20151204/NEWS/151209876/siemens-healthcare-relocates-its-u-scentral-zone-hq-from-pittsburgh
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counties.107 With these partners, it focuses on business attraction and retention and on
innovation. It also focuses on developing regional innovation clusters that build on the
industrial, organizational, and workforce strengths of the region. These efforts are currently
focused on Smart Devices & Systems, Additive Manufacturing, and Energy Storage.
Another important leadership organization is the Fund for Our Economic Future
http://www.thefundneo.org/, which is an alliance of funders – philanthropic foundations,
corporations, education institutions, health care systems, business and civic organizations, and
government entities in the region. They pool their resources and knowledge to strengthen and
sustain the regional economy, in essence coordinating and focusing the region’s philanthropy.
The Fund and its members have provided funding and networking for many of the key
innovation-related organizations in the region, including Bioenterprise, Jumpstart, MAGNET,
Team Neo, and others.
The City of Cleveland and Cuyahoga County (the county Cleveland is part of) have a
comprehensive economic development strategy (CEDS) 108 supported by the Economic
Development Administration (EDA) of the U.S. Department of Commerce. There also is a EDAsupported CEDS for five counties in Northeast Ohio.109 Supporting entrepreneurship is
mentioned in these plans, but is not a central focus of them.
While there seem to be ample leadership, strategy, making, and networking organizations in
the region, the region does not seem to have as clear or commonly accepted plan for
technology-based economic development as Austin or Columbus. This seems to be due to both
the complexity in the region – there are many different cities with different interests and
agendas – as well as the diversity of social issues, including poverty, crime, and racial injustice,
that work against a regional focus on innovation.
Strengthen local universities and other research institutions and make them more useful to
entrepreneurs. The Cleveland area has several important research institutions, including:
•
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Case Western Reserve University, a private, technology-oriented university with strong
engineering. It is ranked between 49-60 in the United States in the Academic Ranking of
World Universities (Shanghai ranking), which is based largely on research output. 110

See: www.clevelandplus.com/teamneo
Transforming Our Regional Economy: City of Cleveland - Cuyahoga County Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy. Action Plan. Cleveland, Ohio. Amended March 2009
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The Northeast Ohio Four County Regional Planning and Development Organization (NEFCO). “Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy. 2016 Annual Performance Report”. January 2016
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•

The Cleveland Clinic, as described earlier, is a major medical center that has become,
with the help of the Ohio Third Frontier, a major contributor to innovation.

•

The Glenn Research Center, a NASA R&D center. However, much of its work in
aerospace R&D seems to be with firms throughout the country, and it does not appear
to be an especially significant contributor to regional entrepreneurship and innovation.

Cleveland State University, the University of Akron, and Kent State University also have some
research. The University of Akron, for example, has a major center for polymer research
(connected to Akron’s tire industry), and Kent State University has a Liquid Crystal Institute that
did pioneering work on liquid crystal displays.
While the Cleveland region has significant R&D assets, none of them plays as central a role in
innovation and entrepreneurship as Ohio State does in Columbus or the University of Texas
does in Austin.
Encourage local people to become high-tech entrepreneurs. Cleveland has a number of
organizations and initiative to encourage people to become entrepreneurs. In addition to the
organizations mentioned above – Jumpstart, the Cleveland Clinic, the various accelerators and
fab labs – Global Cleveland works to attract entrepreneurial immigrants to Cleveland. 111 There
are also programs to help disadvantaged minorities and people living in depressed areas
become entrepreneurs, but these are often oriented toward non-technological forms of
entrepreneurship, such as restaurants, retail, and crafts.112
Provide mentoring, funding, support services, and networks to new entrepreneurs. Many of
the same organizations described above provide mentoring, funding, support services, and
networking to entrepreneurs. Of these, Jumpstart is probably the central and most
comprehensive organization.
Recruit or create a specialized workforce for growing companies. In addition to Case Western
Reserve University, several other univerisities and community colleges support workforce
development, including Cleveland State University, Cuyahoga Community College, and Lorain
County Community College. The universities and colleges in the surrounding region, including
the University of Akron and Kent State University, as well as many smaller colleges, also help
workforce development. However, Cleveland has both a diverse and changing economy, which
makes it more challenging for the educational institutions to prepare for future industry needs.
Programs tied to Cleveland’s current but static or declining industries may not serve Cleveland’s
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See: https://globalcleveland.org
Austrian, Ziona; Piazza, Merissa; and Martis, Sydney, "The Forward Cities Cleveland Experience: Overview and
Analysis" (2016). Urban Publications. http://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/urban_facpub/1346
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future needs, and it is more difficult to develop programs for industries that are emerging but
are not yet well-established.
Create good evaluation processes. At Cleveland State University, the Maxine Goodman Levin
College of Urban Affairs has conducted evaluations of some of the Cleveland entrepreneurship
programs.113
In summary, Cleveland has some well-established and effective mechanisms and programs to
support entrepreneurship, and has had some success in creating innovative new companies.
But the region also faces substantial challenges. The needs of depressed communities limit
resources for entrepreneurship, and the diversity of industries and of government jurisdictions
makes it more difficult to develop an effective innovation-based economic strategy. The lack of
a dominant research university also inhibits the growth of entrepreneurship.
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Clouse, Candi, "2016 Economic Impact of Companies Funded and/or Assisted by the Northeast Ohio
Entrepreneurial Service Provider Program" (2017). Urban Publications.
http://engagedscholarship.csuohio.edu/urban_facpub/1501
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APPENDIX 3. KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
History and Background
Knoxville is an older American
city, founded in 1794. Knoxville
was one of the first cities in the
southeastern U.S. to develop a
significant industrial economy. It
is the original capital of the State
of Tennessee, although the
capital was moved in the early
1800s to Nashville, which is
more centrally located in the
state.

Knoxville Metro
Metro Population (2016)
(%change 2015 to 2016)
Median Household Income
(%change, 2015-2016)
Median Age
Industry specialization
(specialization factor)

Largest industries

869,076
(+0.86)
$50,000
(+3.1)
40.6
1. Utilities (1.47)
2. Admin., Support, & Waste
Management Service (1.23)
3. Retail Trade (1.14)
1. Healthcare & Social Assistance
2. Retail Trade
3. Manufacturing

Source: datausa.io
Specialization factor is how factor by which employment in the
industry exceeds what would be expected based on the region’s
population and national employment in the industry.

Knoxville’s current population is
about 185,000, but nearly one
million people live in the metropolitan region. Knoxville has many of the characteristics of a
town or small city, yet its culture, resources and economy are in many ways more akin to those
of much large cities. Knoxville people and institutions maintains close financial and cultural ties
to nearby major cities, such as Nashville; Atlanta, Georgia; Cincinnati, Ohio; Charlotte, North
Carolina; and even New York City. Knoxville has a long history of successful entrepreneurial
companies based heavily on technological capabilities. In the last decade, it has joined in the
national movement toward supporting economic development based on building and growing
technology-based firms in a variety of industries.

Early Sources of Knoxville’s Development
Like many human settlements, Knoxville’s early development took advantage of its unique
geographical situation and of its natural resource base.
Knoxville is located where the Holston and French Broad Rivers join to form the Tennessee
River. The Holston arises in Virginia and the French Broad in North Carolina. Both served as
major transportation corridors for the early European settlers in the western regions of the
south-central Atlantic coast settlements. The Tennessee flows into the Ohio River at Paducah,
Kentucky, which flows in turn, into the Mississippi River at Cairo, Illinois.
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Steamboats were the core elements of the transportation system of the United States during
the first half of the 19th-century when the country west of the Appalachian Mountains was
settled and developed. Large steamboats could navigate north on the Mississippi from the port
city of New Orleans and could make their way up the Ohio River and then up the Tennessee
River. Knoxville is the furthest upriver that steamboats could travel. Thus, Knoxville became
important as a point for transfer of cargo and passengers between the large steam riverboats
and more local forms of transportation such as flat boats and horse-drawn wagons.
In the middle of the 19th century, railroad lines were extended in a southwesterly direction
from the industrial northeast United States. Knoxville quickly became a major rail terminus
where freight and passengers could be transferred to steam boats to continue their voyages
west and south to New Orleans’ ocean port as well as to intermediate ports on the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers.
Owing to its central position in the 19th century transportation networks of the mid-south,
Knoxville developed an array of complementary industries, such as rail car manufacture,
warehousing, and banking and finance.
Also important to Knoxville’s early development was the region’s unique natural endowment of
so-called “Tennessee marble.” This natural stone, when quarried and finished into building and
decorative stone, is famous around the world for the beauty and regularity of its mineral
structure. Even today, such stone is quarried in the Knoxville area, although not in the
quantities of an earlier time. The synergy between the Tennessee marble resource and the
multimodal transportation and materials handling capabilities of the Knoxville area added to
Knoxville’s growth.
In the 20th century, Knoxville became home to both home-grown manufacturing companies and
to branch plants of national and international companies. It was a major producer of textiles
and garments, chemicals, construction materials, and, later technical goods such as precision
control systems for industrial applications. Coal and other minerals were also mined and
shipped nationally via the transportation networks to which the region had access.
The terrain of Knoxville and the surround region for a hundred miles or more is characterized
by mountain ranges of moderate height and limited areas of flat or gently sloping land, a
geography that was not hospitable to large-scale plantation agriculture featuring tobacco or
cotton. This same mountainous terrain combined with the extensive river system has nurtured
outdoor recreation as a major regional industry. The nearby Great Smoky National Park is the
most frequently visited of all the U.S. national parks.
Knoxville is also home to a thriving arts, culture and creative community, with a special focus on
the popular and country music industries.
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FEDERAL TECHNOLOGY-RELATED INVESTMENTS IN THE KNOXVILLE AREA
Knoxville has enjoyed several major waves of Federal investment that have been central to its
emergence as a center for technology-based entrepreneurism.
The Tennessee Valley Authority was created in 1933 as a public corporation to generate electric
power in the multi-state Tennessee Valley region and to assist in the modernization and
development of a region that had fallen behind other parts of the United States. TVA built,
owns and operates major coal and natural gas-fired power generating stations. It has also built
and operates 29 hydroelectric dams, 18 flood control dams, and one pumped-hydro storage
facility in the region. These dams generate power and regulate the flow of water throughout
the region, thus serving to protect the region from floods, to provide a stable water supply, and
to facilitate water transportation and recreation. The water impoundments behind the dams
are extensively used for water recreation, and their shorelines have been developed into
vacation areas. TVA has also been in the forefront of investing in nuclear power generating
stations, and it has made substantial investments in solar and other renewable energy
sources.114 TVA also has an explicit mandate to support economic development in the region,
focused on but not limited to providing low-cost, reliable electricity. TVA’s headquarters is in
Knoxville and its workforce is heavily salted with engineers and other technical experts.
The Great Smoky National Park was established in 1934 as a Federal investment to help
preserve and conserve the rich ecological resources of the region. The Park is located to the
southeast of Knoxville and can be reached by automobile in less than one hour. The park brings
more than 10 million people per year to the region and thus contributes substantially to the
regional economy.
In 1943, key elements of the World-War-II era Manhattan Project atomic bomb R&D and
production facilities were set up in a rural area near Knoxville as the Clinton Engineer Works.
To house its employees the Federal Government built the new town of Oak Ridge, at a site
about 20 miles northwest of Knoxville. The Clinton Engineer Works was a huge industrial
facility whose major purpose was to separate fissionable uranium-235 from the combination of
isotopes found in nature. This investment brought nearly one hundred thousand specialized
workers to the Knoxville region.
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After the war ended, the research laboratories of the Clinton Engineer Works were spun off in
1948 to form Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Today, ORNL is a one of the largest U.S.
national laboratories and is closely linked to the U.S. Department of Energy. ORNL’s staff does
world-leading research in peaceful uses of nuclear energy as well as on supercomputing,
advanced materials, and manufacturing. It houses several major “user facilities” for the
Department of Energy, including the world’s most powerful spallation neutron source that is
used for R&D in materials, bioscience and technology, and other fields.115 Recently, ORNL has
developed substantial expertise in nano-materials, advanced composites, and 3-D printing and
manufacturing.
Today, the nuclear weapons and related production facilities of the original Clinton Engineer
Works are organized under two institutions—the Y-12 National Security Complex and the East
Tennessee Technology Park. Y-12 remains engaged in various aspects of nuclear weapons as
well as in extensive environmental clean-up operations required to safely decommission the
huge facilities that were built and operated during World-War II. The East Tennessee
Technology Park is devoted to the clean-up activities with the eventual goal of returning the
land on which the weapons facilities sat to productive uses, including service as a high-tech
industrial park. Y-12 and the Technology Park invest hundreds of millions of dollars annually in
clean-up and waste disposal activities.

HIGHER EDUCATION RESOURCES OF KNOXVILLE
Knoxville and the surrounding region are home to several institutions of higher education.
Most important from the point of view of technology-based entrepreneurship are the
University of Tennessee’s Knoxville campus and Pellissippi State Community College.
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville (“UTK”), is the flagship institution of the University of
Tennessee System. Founded in 1794, UTK was the first higher education institution in the
western frontier region. UTK is a public, state-funded institution that enrolls some 28,000
students in a wide range of subjects, including most fields of natural science and engineering,
mathematics, computer sciences, business, law, the arts, and so on. It offers numerous
undergraduate and graduate programs.
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In 2015, UTK spent some $174 million on separately budgeted R&D, which ranks 111 th among
all higher education institutions in the United States. It has major research strengths in such
areas as advanced materials, nano-science, supercomputing, medicine, and agriculture.
UTK is partnered with Battelle, a major national non-profit research and development
organization, in the non-profit organization known as UT-Battelle. UT-Battelle, in turn, is the
managing and operating (“M&O”) contractor for ORNL under contract to the U.S. Department
of Energy. The relationship of UTK to ORNL runs much deeper than a simple M&O contractor
relationship might suggest. The two organizations share many faculty and staff members, many
UTK graduate students do their research at ORNL and/or under the direction of ORNL scientists,
and the organizations cooperate in commercializing their research results.
UTK is very closely allied with the non-profit University of Tennessee Research Foundation. The
Foundation supports and encourages commercialization of inventions made at all the University
of Tennessee’s campuses. It manages intellectual property on behalf of the University’s
inventors. In recent years, the Foundation has taken on other operating responsibilities in the
research domain on behalf of the University. For example, it is the operator of Cherokee Farm
Innovation Campus, a technology park located on a part of the old agriculture campus very near
both the university and downtown Knoxville.116 And, the Foundation operates the UT
Foundation Business Incubator, which is located at Cherokee Farm 117. The incubator offers a
wide range of services to people associated with the University who are engaged in profitmaking entrepreneurial businesses.
PELLISSIPPI STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
“Pellissippi State” is a public institution that offers core undergraduate educational
opportunities that can lead to advanced admission to academic programs at the University of
Tennessee or other higher education institution, as well as educational and training
opportunities in a wide variety of practical areas including skills-based preparation for working
in high-tech industries.
Pellissippi State has more than 11,000 students who study at five campuses in Knox and nearby
Blount Counties.
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Pellissippi State is a frequent partner with industry, the University of Tennessee, and other
organizations in preparing students to fulfill the specific workforce needs of companies in the
region, both established and new.

KNOXVILLE’S LEGACY OF 20 TH CENTURY ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Knoxville’s entrepreneurs were building companies that grew to national and international
scale many decades before such activity became the cornerstone of modern American
economic development. A recent article by Jack McElroy detailed ten “notable startup
businesses that have shaped Knoxville.” Here is a summary of that article.
Table 2. Ten Notable Startup Businesses that have Shaped Knoxville
Year
Founded

Company Name

Founder

Business

1958

Pilot Flying J

James Haslam

Motor fuel sales
Convenience stores

1966

Clayton Homes

James Clayton

Factory built homes

1973

DeRoyal Industries

Peter DeBusk

Medical products

1979

Team Health

Lynn Massingale & John
Minchey

Medical staffing

1983

CTI Molecular Imaging

Terry Douglass

PET imaging

1985

Cinetel Productions

Ross Bagwell Sr. & Jr.

Media production

1989

Regal Entertainment Group

Michael Campbell

Movie theater chain

1991

Radio Systems Corp.

Randy Boyd

Pet radio fencing

1992

Connor Concepts

Mike Connor

Restaurant chain

2010

Patricia Nash Designs

Patricia Nash

Women’s accessories

Source: Jack McElroy, USA Today Network and Knoxville News Sentinel, on line, Oct. 2, 2017

The list of companies in the preceding table represents one very knowledgeable observer’s
perspective on some of Knoxville’s most important startup companies. It is not a complete list.
The firms listed vary substantially in size. Several have been acquired by investors outside
Knoxville. (For example, Berkshire Hathaway now owns Clayton Homes and has a major interest
in Pilot Flying J., and Regal Entertainment Group is in the process of being sold to a British film
distributor.) Some of the firms have diversified substantially from their original products while
some have changed their name or form of organization.
It is noteworthy that only two or three of the firms are the result of what could be interpreted
as “high tech” startups…among them are DeRoyal Industries, CTI Molecular Imaging, and,
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perhaps, Radio Systems. The others provide specialized services (Pilot, Team Health, Cinetel,
Regal, and Connor) or manufacture relatively routine goods (Clayton Homes, Patricia Nash). On
the other hand, in each case, the founders saw a need for a new mode of sales and delivery, a
new mode of organization, or a new approach to an established business. So, while most are
not “high tech,” all are entrepreneurial, innovative, and, most important, have created jobs and
wealth for people in the region.
Finally, the list does not include some important startups that became both significant
contributors and major failures. Perhaps the most significant of these firms was Whittle
Communications, a media empire that started in Knoxville in the late 1970s with the foundation
of the 13-30 Corporation, a magazine publisher.118 This firm later became Whittle
Communications and greatly expanded the range of its magazine offerings while also producing
cable news content and educational materials. Chris Whittle sold the firm in 1994 after a
period of decline. During its rapid growth phase, Whittle brought numerous top executives and
creative artists from the publishing world to Knoxville, where they have continued to be leaders
of the community in the arts, publishing and other creative endeavors.

KNOXVILLE’S 21 ST CENTURY ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOLOGY
KNOXVILLE’S ENTREPRENEURIAL REVIVAL
Like many American small and medium-sized cities, Knoxville came late to developing an
explicit entrepreneurial culture, but now it has numerous activities and organizations that
support and celebrate entrepreneurship as well as examples of successful entrepreneurial
companies
The large, established institutions such as ORNL, TVA, and the University of Tennessee continue
to play important roles in the local “entrepreneurial ecology.” They are major sources of ideas
and inventions, of creative scientists and engineers, and of trained and experienced
technicians. They can find discretionary funds to support networking events, conferences,
marketing efforts, and training programs. They can make space available for start-up
incubators, and they can offer access to specialized fabrication and testing facilities at low or no
cost. Their endorsement of or partnership with emerging companies can provide valuable
assurance to potential investors that the new companies are competent and honest. They can
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attract indirect support to entrepreneurial activities by recruiting political and other leaders to
participate in entrepreneurial dialogues.119
The last decade has witnessed a virtual revival of Knoxville as a functioning city, as a place in
which to do business, and as a nexus for creative talent and experimentation. Knoxville has
enjoyed an explosion of interest and activity in new business formation, from retail sales, to
microbreweries and custom distilleries, to new firms based on advanced composites and 3-D
printing, as well as other advanced technologies. Very substantial private and public
investments in urban redevelopment, especially in the downtown core of the city, have
indirectly supported the emergence of an entrepreneurial culture, as has the relatively futureoriented political leadership of the Knoxville area.
As in many cities, new institutions and organizations have formed to support entrepreneurship
in the region, ranging from networking and convening teams to serious financing and
managerial services. In some cases, key elements of this entrepreneurial ecology are Knoxvillebased branch activities of state-wide organizations. The following section describes a number of
these institutions and organizations that make up the entrepreneurial ecology.
Nearly all the self-identified elements of the entrepreneurial ecology in Knoxville are new
within the past decade, and most are newly established within the last three or four years. At
present, therefore, while there is a great deal of activity associated with these efforts, as well as
some anecdotal successes, it is generally too early in their development for them to have
developed quantitative evidence of their activities and accomplishments.

Key Entrepreneurial Support Entities in the Knoxville Area
KNOXVILLE ENTREPRENEUR CENTER
The Knoxville Entrepreneur Center120, located in the cultural and business center of the City,
was established in 2013 as a non-profit organization devoted to networking, informal
consulting, mentorship, promotion, and nearly every other kind of service in support of the
community of entrepreneurs. It is staffed, in part, by experienced entrepreneurs and their
supporters and investors, as well as by younger creative people. It receives funding from public
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It should be said, as well, that large and well-established institutions like ORNL, TVA, and UTK can also inhibit
individual and local initiatives, not by taking destructive action but simply by dominating the dialogue and shaping
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and private organizations, including large companies in the area. It hosts business planning
conferences and contests and generally seeks to be, in its words, “…the front door for
entrepreneurs in East Tennessee.” The Center claims to have “…interacted with hundreds of
aspiring business owners” during its brief existence.121
KNOXVILLE-OAK RIDGE INNOVATION VALLEY
The Knoxville-Oak Ridge Innovation Valley122 bills itself as “East Tennessee's regional economic
development partnership managed by the Knoxville Chamber.” The Chamber mentioned here
is the Chamber of Commerce of the Knoxville area.123 The fact that the Chamber of Commerce
has focused its business development energies on “innovation” through the Knoxville-Oak
Ridge Innovation Valley initiative is indicative of the commitment of the region to innovation
and entrepreneurship. Innovation Valley is a partnership of seven economic development
organizations in the region.
Innovation Valley has prepared two five-year strategic plans for growth in the area, and is
currently implementing the second five-year plan entitled, “Innovation Valley Blueprint 2.0. 124”
The Blueprint strategy involves a substantial commitment to marketing the region to investors
and to participating in a variety of activities in support of entrepreneurship including:
1. Support the Knoxville Entrepreneurial Center
2. Seek additional support mechanisms for entrepreneurs/technology companies
3. Continue to raise awareness of available technology assets and partnerships available
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, University of Tennessee and Y-12 National Security
Complex
Innovation Valley has recently begun publication of an economic development guide to the
region in the form of an annual magazine entitled Innovation Valley. The magazine is intended
to highlight the performance of the region’s economy as well as opportunities for business in
the region, including entrepreneurial business. The most recent edition is on the web at
http://www.knoxvilleoakridge.com/
Innovation Valley has recently announced the formation of the Composites Coalition, an
association of companies and institutions involved in R&D, product development, and
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manufacturing of advanced composite materials.125 Composite materials technology is a
strategic asset of the Knoxville area, with substantial activities at the University of Tennessee,
ORNL, and the Institute for Advanced Composites Materials Innovation. A number of
companies have invested heavily in composite materials in the region including the newly
formed Lemond Composites126, a company devoted to production of composite materials for
application in diverse areas, including sporting goods such as bicycles. (The founder, CEO, and
executive chairman of Lemond is Greg Lemond, a former world champion cyclist.) Lemond
Composites is an interesting example of the convergence of Knoxville’s strength in advanced
technology and its strength in outdoor recreation, especially in cycling. 127
INNOV865 ALLLIANCE
Innov865 Alliance128 is an association of leading institutions in the greater Knoxville area.
According to its web site:
The Innov865 Alliance develops, supports, and promotes the Knoxville region’s
entrepreneurial ecosystem. It is a collaborative effort to celebrate and showcase
Knoxville as a great place for entrepreneurs to start and grow businesses and increase
access to capital. Innov865 Week is our signature event; however, the Alliance
coordinates other activities throughout the year, including pitch competitions,
educational opportunities, and social events.
The founding members include the typical large institutions from the region, including TVA and
ORNL, as well as the Knoxville Entrepreneurship Center discussed above. The University is
represented by the UT Research Foundation and by its Anderson Center for Entrepreneurship.
Other members include Launch Tennessee, Pershing Yoakley and Associates, and Three Roots
Capital, each of which is discussed below.
LAUNCH TENNESSEE
Launch Tennessee is a state-wide program to support entrepreneurship that partners with local
organizations throughout the state to accomplish its objectives. This description of Launch
Tennessee is from the Innov865 web site129:
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Launch Tennessee (LaunchTN) is a public-private partnership focused on supporting the
development of high-growth companies in Tennessee. Its ultimate goal is to make
Tennessee the No. 1 place in the Southeast to start and grow a business.
LaunchTN supports entrepreneurship by providing resources, mentorship and
connections for entrepreneurs, plus helping entrepreneurs obtain funding and
connecting inventors with entrepreneurs and investors. The organization assists
entrepreneurs with raising capital and focuses on outreach, hosting events that bring
together entrepreneurs, mentors, researchers and investors from across the state and
country and serving as the marketing arm for entrepreneurship in Tennessee.
LaunchTN operates several programs, including two that offer financial encouragement to
entrepreneurship. One is a program that provides matching funds on a competitive basis to
Tennessee-based winners of Federal SBIR and STTR awards 130. The second is a program unique
to Tennessee called the Angel Tax Credit Program, or ATC131. Here is a description of the ATC:
The Angel Tax Credit was passed by the Tennessee General Assembly in 2016 and
became active on January 1st, 2017. The ATC provides a tax credit against the Hall
Income Tax for angel investors who make a direct investment in a qualifying early-stage,
Tennessee-based company. For credits to be awarded, both the company and investor
must submit applications to be approved by LaunchTN. In order to submit an investor
application, the company being invested in must have already applied and been
approved via the above link. The maximum amount of credits a single angel investor can
use for any given tax year is limited to $50,000, though unused credits can be carried
forward.
ANDERSON CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION
Established in 2009, the Anderson Center132 is an activity of the Haslam College of Business at
the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. According to its web site:
Our mission is to foster an entrepreneurial culture at the university and across the state
by developing student skills, providing experiential learning opportunities, conducting
meaningful entrepreneurial research, and connecting students with mentors and
resources that enable them to successfully start and grow new businesses.
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See TPI’s recent report for NEDO, “The Contributions Of The U.S. SBIR And STTR Programs To Technology
Commercialization,” December 2016, for a discussion of SBIR and STTR, which are programs of the U.S. Federal
government to support early stage entrepreneurial ventures.
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The Anderson Center serves as the focal point for nurturing student interest in
entrepreneurship at the University. It is instrumental in formal undergraduate and graduate
instruction in entrepreneurship and innovation. Among other activities, it also sponsors
business plan competitions and “pitch” events at which students present entrepreneurial ideas
to experienced members of the business community. In October, the Anderson Center opened
a new Business Accelerator on the UT Knoxville campus.
THREE ROOTS CAPITAL
Three Roots Capital133 was recently established to provide support to new and small firms in
the East Tennessee region,134 especially with respect to locating and accessing sources of
patient capital. Its staff and board have deep experience in corporate finance and banking,
serving both established businesses and start-up firms. The firm is based in Knoxville. Here is
how the firm is described on the Innov865 web site135:
Three Roots is a 501(c)3 non-profit corporation and is a certified Community
Development Financial Institution (CDFI), working to aggregate multiple pools of capital
along a continuum of capital, ranging from early-stage to later-stage, including both
equity and debt.
Three Roots Capital provides impact capital products and advisory services that create
successful outcomes for client companies and attractive returns for financial partners.
In addition to assistance in raising capital, Three Roots offers business advisory services to
individual companies and to groups through workshops and seminars.
Interestingly, Three Roots Capital is organized as a non-profit organization under the Federal
Tax Code. In this regard, any profits it earns on its investments are reinvested in pursuit of the
company’s objectives rather than returned to shareholders in the form of dividends or stock
appreciation. Even so, most of its staff and all its board members are deeply experienced in the
world of profit making entrepreneurial finance, and several of them are successful
entrepreneurs.
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Informally, the State of Tennessee is often described in terms of three regions: East, Middle, and West
Tennessee. These are not formal political jurisdictions. Instead, they reflect the realities of a state that is relatively
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East Tennessee.
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THE LIGHTHOUSE FUND
The Lighthouse Fund is “…a committed capital, early stage fund formed by leading
entrepreneurs and investors in the East Tennessee region.”136 The fund “…invest[s] in
companies, mentor[s] management teams, and utilize[s] [its] resources to help those
companies achieve great outcomes.”137 The fund was established in 2013.138
To date, Lighthouse has invested in seven companies.139 Of these, six are new businesses built
around enhanced business processes in which technology is an enabler of the business but
apparently not necessarily its focus. The seventh is Arkis Biosciences, “…a medical device
company providing sophisticated surgical tools and implantables for advancing the
neurosurgical treatments of intracranial hypertension arising from hydrocephalus, traumatic
brain injury, and hemorrhagic stroke.”140 Arkis had been operating in the UT Research
Foundation Incubator (see below), but earlier this year it moved into a new space in the
Cherokee Farm Innovation Campus of UT and ORNL in Knoxville.
ANGEL CAPITAL GROUP
Angel Capital Group is a network of “chapters” in various cities in the southeast. 141 Chapter
members are individual angel investors who have pooled their resources in order to spread
their risks, participate in more deals, and take advantage of professional management that they
might find difficult to do as individuals. In that sense, the Angel Capital Group operates like a
very early-stage venture capital company.
One of the two founding chapters of Angel Capital Group is the Knoxville chapter; the other is in
Nashville. Established in 2007, the Group has invested in more than thirty companies in the
past six years.142 Some are decidedly technology based, others not.
The Angel Capital Group is the only member of the national Angel Capital Association with a
Knoxville presence.143
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INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS/ANGEL INVESTORS
It is known that numerous individuals, sometimes styling themselves as “angel investors,” are
active in investing in new businesses in the Knoxville area. However, such people often operate
“behind the scenes,” sometimes acting as “silent partners” in new enterprises. We have not
attempted to identify the members of this loose array of people or to penetrate their networks
of informal alliances.
PERSHING YOAKLEY AND ASSOCIATES
Pershing Yoakley and Associates (PYA) is a full-service accounting, advisory and consulting firm
with offices in major cities in the southeastern United States, including Knoxville, where it
began some three decades ago. Its core business is described in the following manner on the
Innova865 web site144:
Pershing Yoakley & Associates provides timely insight and delivers comprehensive
support in accounting, consulting, and management. The company has a proven track
record of unsurpassed performance in healthcare, finance and business practice. PYA has
been built with an unyielding commitment to integrity at all levels, objective research
and reporting, creative problem solving and an attention to clients that starts at the
executive level and filters through the entire organization.
PYA launched Teknovation.biz in 2012 as a vehicle to allow East Tennesseans to spotlight
and celebrate “all things” related to technology, innovation and entrepreneurship in East
Tennessee145. It is intended to help create more awareness of our region’s assets and
help drive technology, innovation and entrepreneurial job growth.
PYA participates in professional entrepreneurial networks in the Knoxville area through its
newsletter mentioned above as well as through engagement at an individual level in relevant
regional activities. It also offers its fee-based professional services to entrepreneurs, tailored to
their needs. PYA’s main business is in the health care sector, which is a major sustaining part of
the Knoxville economy.

THE MAKER CITY
Knoxville, in cooperation with the national network, Etsy, has recently been designated the first
Etsy Maker City in the United States.146 “Makers” are individuals and organizations who are
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engaged in producing, usually at small scale, unique and innovative products, usually for
national markets. The Maker concept has been made feasible in part by web-based commerce
sites such as Etsy (www.etsy.com).
There is a loose but important coupling between the “Maker Movement” and national and local
interest in entrepreneurship and innovation. Many “makers” produce items generally
associated with the craft movement. As such, they emphasize production by hand of very small
quantities of goods that may be interesting but not particularly sophisticated. A few makers, on
the other hand, may produce state of the art “high-tech” products for consumer markets of
limited size. Furthermore, some maker products and businesses have the potential for rapid
growth to substantial size.
The Maker Movement also can serve as a bridge between arts, crafts, and cultural products on
the one hand, and traditional manufacturing and entrepreneurial culture on the other. Since
many entrepreneurial start-up businesses operate in domains where design and customer
experience are as important as technical sophistication, using local resources to build networks
between makers and entrepreneurs can yield benefits for both.147
Thus, the manifesto of the Knoxville Maker City reads as follows:
Knoxville is The Maker City
OUR GOAL IS TO BRING TOGETHER MAKERS AND ARTISTS, DEVELOPERS,
MANUFACTURERS, CITY OFFICIALS, AND ENTREPRENEURS IN ORDER TO DEVELOP A
PLATFORM OF INFORMATION THAT WILL CREATE A STRONGER MAKERS COMMUNITY.
This Maker City movement is very new to Knoxville and to the country as a whole, so it remains
to be seen how significant it will turn out to be.

Role of Large Companies in Knoxville’s Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
Established large firms support entrepreneurial activity in the Knoxville region principally
through their membership in organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, which, in turn,
helps support several of the elements of the innovation ecosystem discussed above. If we
include under the heading of “large firms” the six large medical care systems in the region, then
the roles of large companies is somewhat larger. The medical care systems, including their
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hospitals, have spun off successful start-ups in the medical device and medical services fields.
Similarly, those large medical care institutions are customers for the products of some of the
start-ups discussed earlier in this report.
A more explicit role for large firms in Knoxville was announced recently. A new activity, the
“Local Executive Access Program,” or LEAP, was announced early in 2018. 148 LEAP is an activity
of the members of the Launch TN accelerator network, discussed previously. Under LEAP,
major corporations in the Knoxville area will invite local start-up companies to meet with
company leaders “in hopes of finding solutions to their most pressing problems or finding new
business opportunities.” In other words, the large companies and the startups will discuss
opportunities for the large companies to become lead customers for the products of the
startups, while the startups will look for opportunities to develop new products that could help
meet the needs of the large companies.
Broadening the notion of “large companies” even further, the ORNL, the University of
Tennessee, and TVA have been discussed earlier as major supporters of, and participants in, a
variety of new efforts to support innovation and entrepreneurship in the region.

Knoxville and the Eight Challenges to Regional Entrepreneurship
Earlier in this report, TPI identified eight challenges that successful entrepreneurial regions
most overcome.
On the surface at least, Knoxville has successfully addressed at least seven of the challenges.
The exception is devising and using ways to evaluate government and private programs and to
use that information to improve them. At this early stage in Knoxville’s emergence as a center
for entrepreneurism and innovation, all energies would appear to be focused on “getting things
going.” Much less energy has been devoted, so far, to asking questions about what has been
accomplished, what works here and what doesn’t, and how systematic improvements might be
made.
There is some reason to question, based on this review, whether the new institutions in the
innovation and entrepreneurship community are sufficiently linked to a robust network of
investors to provide the essential levels of capital at each stage—angel investors, early-stage
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and later-stage venture capitalists, and organizations experienced in carrying new firms through
initial public offerings or acquisitions by larger firms. It is difficult to assess the strength of such
linkages through public information sources, since such investments are often made quietly and
out of the public eye. Ascertaining the degree of such linkage via original data collection was
beyond the scope of this study.
What we see, instead, is a plethora of initiatives that address one or more of the other seven
challenges. This diversity of approaches, itself, is a manifestation of rapid innovation in
institution building. Over time, we can expect some convergence of the entrepreneurial
ecology of the Knoxville region on a smaller number of more effective and more effectively
supported programs and institutions that are appropriate to the scale and scope of a smaller
city like Knoxville. The good thing, at the moment, is that there seems to be great energy,
substantial commitment, and relatively little if any destructive competition among the many
new institutions that have been established. Yet, there is clearly some duplication of
organization and programming that will, over time, be reduced by the inevitable pressures to
reduce costs and improve performance.
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APPENDIX 4. PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
History and Background
Pittsburgh is an old industrial city located in western Pennsylvania. It was first settled in the
mid-18th century by the British colonists of North America as a military fort intended to
establish British control over the “western” border against possible incursion by both the
French in the more northern regions and the Native Americans who lived throughout that part
of what became the United States. The region that became Pittsburgh was the site of
numerous battles and skirmishes among the British colonists, the French, and Native Americans
for some two decades before the British established full control. That control of course shifted
to the new United States following the American Revolutionary War.
Pittsburgh is located where the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers join to form the mighty
Ohio River. As the western part of the original American colonies was settled, its location made
Pittsburgh a major point of departure for people and goods to be transported to the western
lands and, via the Mississippi, to the port at New Orleans. In this regard, early Pittsburgh had
much in common with early Knoxville, discussed earlier.
As development proceeded, Pittsburgh became a major industrial city. The city and nearby
towns became the center of steel making in the United States, home to the giant firm, United
States Steel. Later it also became the home of the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA),
the principal producer of aluminum from bauxite ore found elsewhere. Pittsburgh also became
a major center of production of fossil fuels—coal, natural gas and oil—in the late 19 th and early
20th centuries. For each of these primary products—iron and steel, aluminum and fossil fuels—
Pittsburgh also was the location of ancillary industries that supplied the primary industries
and/or used their outputs to make downstream products. It also enjoyed the benefits of being
a financial center for these industries.
By the 1950s, Pittsburgh was one of the premier manufacturing cities of the United States. It
dominated its core industries in many respects, especially steel. It was the headquarters city of
several major corporations including Westinghouse and Alcoa. It was the home of strong labor
unions, a proud supporter of football and other organized sports, and, unfortunately, a victim
of some of the worst air pollution in the world.149
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Pittsburgh’s core industries began a long period of decline as companies in emerging
countries—first Japan and later China, India and others—successfully challenged Pittsburgh’s
lead in steel. By the 1980s and 1990s, Pittsburgh’s integrated steel producers could no longer
compete in important sectors with overseas competition as well as with new production
technologies that were more efficient, especially electric arc processing of recycled steel.
Fortunately, Pittsburg also has had a long tradition of excellence in higher education as the
home of Carnegie Mellon University (formed by the 1967 merger of Carnegie Institute of
Technology and the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research, a private non-profit research
organization), the University of Pittsburgh, Duquesne University, and others. These institutions
are the foundation of Pittsburgh’s revival in recent decades.

PITTSBURGH IN THE 21 ST CENTURY
Pittsburgh’s population is just
over 300,000. However, the
metropolitan region has a
population of nearly 2.5 million.

Pittsburgh Metro
Metro Population (2016)
(%change 2015 to 2016)
Median Household Income
(%change, 2015-2016)
Median Age
Industry specialization
(specialization factor)

2.34 million
(-0.46)
$56,000
(+3.7)
43.1
Mining, Quarrying, Oil, Gas
extraction (2.39)
Utilities (1.63)
Healthcare & Social Assistance
(1.25)
Healthcare & Social Assistance
Retail
Manufacturing

Pittsburgh has undergone
something of a renaissance in
the past two decades.150 The
new Pittsburgh emphasizes its
Largest industries
strengths in such fields as
medical services and research,
information technology, robots
Source: datausa.io
Specialization factor is how factor by which employment in the
and artificial intelligence, and
industry exceeds what would be expected based on the region’s
advanced materials. Aggressive
population and national employment in industry.
local and state leadership has
enabled revitalization of the urban core of Pittsburgh proper, including massive efforts to
overcome the legacy of air and water pollution that resulted from its heavy dependence on
basic metals production and fossil fuels. On the other hand, many of the nearby towns and

catalyze the emergence of air pollution control legislation in the United States.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1948_Donora_smog
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The Wikipedia article on Pittsburgh includes a rich description of the structure of the city’s contemporary
economy, along with in-depth discussions of its history, geography, neighborhoods, cultural activities and other
topics. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pittsburgh
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cities that functioned as extensions of Pittsburgh itself and which housed many of the large
factories of the 20th century remain in economic depression, with boarded up factories and
neighborhoods and limited redevelopment.151

HIGHER EDUCATION IN PITTSBURGH
Pittsburgh has a long tradition of building and supporting higher educational and research
institutions. The University of Pittsburgh (“Pitt”) was the first such institution in the region,
having been formed as the Pittsburgh Academy in 1787. The ranks of major institutions also
include Duquesne University founded in 1878 and Carnegie Institute of Technology (now the
Carnegie Mellon University or CMU), formed in 1900. Several other smaller institutions are also
located in Pittsburgh and nearby.
Both Pitt and CMU have strong undergraduate programs in engineering and all three
institutions have strong programs in the natural sciences. Pitt’s medical school is very strong in
both clinical practice and research. All three universities have graduate schools of business.
In the mid-1960s, CMU established one of the first graduate programs in computer science in
the United States, and it has remained strong in computer science and engineering since that
time. It pioneered work in software engineering and in computer security, as well as in artificial
intelligence and the closely related field of robotics. Its faculty have also made major
contributions in digital information storage media, such as applications of the giant
magnetoresistance effect to hard disk drives.
Pitt’s medical school has been a leader in several fields of biomedicine and biotechnology,
including leading-edge work in infectious diseases and biodefense. It is closely affiliated with
the separate non-profit University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC), which is one of the
largest health care providing institutions in the United States as well one of the highest rated.
The Pitt medical school focused on academic medicine including physician and other specialty
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For an in-depth review and analysis of the greater Pittsburgh economy, see, “Capturing the Next Economy:
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education and training and faculty research. UPMC focuses on patient care. UPMC also has an
active entrepreneurial arm, which is discussed in the next section of this report.

PITTSBURGH’S ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOLOGY
The Pittsburgh region has aggressively pursued and promoted technology-based economic
development and redevelopment for more than two decades. It has sought to capitalize on its
top universities, its skilled manufacturing workforce and its strong civic institutions to build its
entrepreneurial capacity and to establish and nurture entrepreneurial “tech” companies. This
section of the report identifies and describes key elements of Pittsburg’s entrepreneurial
ecology that support such efforts.
INNOVATIONWORKS
Innovation Works152 (“IW”) is a Pittsburgh-based seed stage venture capital firm that provides
funding and expertise to start-up companies in and around Pittsburgh. According to its web
site:
Innovation Works plays a vital role in Southwestern PA's technology economy. We invest
capital, business expertise and other resources into high-potential companies with the
greatest likelihood for regional economic impact.153
Since its launch in 1999, IW has supported more than 335 companies with investments
totaling $73.9 million.154
In 2016, IW provided $5.9 million in financial assistance, filling critical gaps in private
sector funding at the riskiest phases of company development. 155
Over the last three years, nearly 70% of all venture capital deals in the Pittsburgh region
went to companies that had previously received Innovation Works’ seed funding. 156
IW has a large number of firms in its portfolio of investments in such fields as life sciences,
software, hardware, electronics, advanced materials, robotics, energy and consumer products.
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Innovation Works is the Ben Franklin Technology Partner of Southwestern PA and is
supported by the Department of Community and Economic Development. 157
REGIONAL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF SOUTHWESTERN
PENNSYLVANIA (RIDC)
RIDC158 is a private, non-profit organization founded in 1955. Its mission is to “…to focus on a
regional approach to economic development primarily through managing and rehabilitating
area research and business parks for modern tenants.”159
RIDC is one of the largest developers and managers of commercial real estate in the Pittsburgh
area, with more than 7 million square feet (nearly 700,000 square meters) under management.
While it serves many kinds of tenants, RIDC focuses on technology-based companies including
manufacturers. To this end, it works closely with university-based start-ups companies, as well
as with larger established firms. It is also concerned with helping create jobs for workers in the
region.
RIDC’s origins are in efforts to diversify the economy and employment base of Pittsburgh, which
in the heyday of the steel industry more than a half century ago was recognized by civic leaders
as an important task for the region.
ALPHA LAB AND ALPHA LAB GEAR
Alpha Lab is an accelerator for early stage technology companies founded in Pittsburgh in
2008.160 It offers a sixteen-week program that “…provides early-stage technology companies
with an extensive mentor network, educational sessions with industry leaders, and a rich
entrepreneurial work environment within a nationally ranked accelerator program.” Alpha Lab
claims to have worked with 113 companies, of which 12 have gone on to be acquired.
Alpha Lab’s “sister” accelerator is Alpha Lab Gear, which helps hardware-based start-up
companies that have advanced to the point that they have a product and a market and need to
scale up their manufacturing operations. Alpha Lab Gear “…guide[s] early-stage physical
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product companies through a 21-week customer discovery module and a 15-week
manufacturing module, with up to $125,000 in funding.”161
Both Alpha Lab and Alpha Lab Gear are associated with Innovation Works, discussed previously.
URBAN INNOVATION21
Urban Innovation21 is a unique public-private partnership that is supporting the growth
of entrepreneurship in our region's innovation economy and connecting that growth to
underserved communities and the residents who live in those communities. 162
Urban Innovation21 is a non-profit collaboration among several civic institutions, associations
and government bodies. Most of its activities are centered in the downtown Pittsburgh Golden
Triangle and Oakland areas, and it operates various program to assist entrepreneurs, especially
those from the underserved parts of the downtown. It seeks to connect such entrepreneurs to
“… accelerators, incubators, co-working spaces, networking and partner sponsored events.”
AVENU
Avenu is a group of seven coworking-spaces/accelerators that was formed from the merger of
two such organizations in August of 2017. Here is an excerpt from the press release
announcing their merger:
StartUptown and Revv Oakland, two well known and pioneering Pittsburgh coworking
accelerators, have merged to create Avenu, a not-for-profit entity with a renewed
commitment to equitable economic development in the Fifth/Forbes corridor spanning
Uptown and Oakland.
“The new identity, Avenu, captures both our mission — to drive equitable economic
development in the corridor — and our geographic footprint. We currently operate seven
locations in the Fifth Avenue/Forbes Avenue corridor,” explains acting Executive Director
Tad Hale, “and plan to activate additional sites in the corridor to provide increased
opportunities for retail, live-work spaces, flexible work spaces and other development.”
StartUptown and Revv Oakland housed some of the region’s most recognizable
technology startups that achieved exits — NoWait, Shoefitr, Rhiza, Allpoint Systems, and
Powered Analytics — and continue to serve numerous early stage counterparts that are
on similar trajectories — StitchFix, Containership and Forest Devices among them. 163
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The Fifth Avenue/Forbes Avenue corridor referred to in the above is an area defined by these
two major urban streets that connect Downtown Pittsburgh with the Oakland neighborhood,
which is the home of several of Pittsburgh’s most important higher education institutions and
entrepreneurial activities.
PITTSBURGH LIFE SCIENCES GREENHOUSE
The Pittsburgh Life Sciences Greenhouse (“PLSG”) is an organization founded to assist start-up
businesses based on technologies in the life and medical sciences. It provides expertise,
connections to experienced executives and others who may prove useful to life sciences
entrepreneurs, and early stage financing. The following statements from its web site give an
excellent sense of the rationale for the PLSG and of its activities:
The PLSG was designed to be the Economic Development engine behind life sciences in
Western Pennsylvania. Established in 2002 by funding from major foundations and the
state of Pennsylvania, our charter was to leverage the intellectual capital of Pittsburgh’s
world-class universities and medical facilities to establish life sciences companies.
PLSG has been a resource center; supporting life sciences start-ups, recruiting star
university researchers and seasoned life science executives to the region. All with the
goal of speeding up the routing of product from technology to commercialization.
We import executive talent to serve as the management pool for start-up technologies in
the region. Our Executives-in-Residence help to de-risk companies by providing domain
specific coaching, interim leadership and eventually choosing to lead a company they
have supported. This program, together with the Investment Manager program,
provides the knowledge, connection and capital entrepreneurs need to succeed.
At the PLSG, we believe our mission to promote life sciences can only be attained by
maximizing the value of each company we touch through our Executive Program. By
increasing value, we attract commercial investors from both inside and outside Western
Pennsylvania. With more dollars coming into our region generating returns for investors,
we encourage reinvestment, continuing the cycle of job creation.
We also make direct investments into companies with the goal of generating financial
returns. These returns are ‘plowed-back’ into the region, enhancing our ability to make a
significant impact.164
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PLSG asserts that it has had a significant impact on the companies it has helped, on their
investors, and on the region. Here are highlights from a recent PLSG publication of specific
accomplishments:


More than 450 life sciences companies have been assisted



More than 2,300 direct jobs have been created or retained



Another 14,300 jobs in western Pennsylvania have been affected



40 companies have been provided with office or laboratory space



14 companies and 15 C-level executives have been relocated to Pittsburgh



More than $22 million invested directly and indirectly into 80 companies



Leveraged invested capital more than 70 to 1 with $1.5 billion in follow-on capital
coming into our companies and exit returns to investors



Active PLSG portfolio companies have 134 products in the commercial market, 55 with
regulatory clearances, that are treating patients directly while helping the medical
community make better patient treatment decisions



Last year alone, PLSG made 14 venture investments in nine life sciences companies, and
six investments in four seed-stage companies165

UPMC ENTERPRISES
UPMC is a profit-making organization closely associated with the UPMC (the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Center—see above). It is overseen by UPMC’s International and
Commercial Services Division.166
UPMC Enterprises offers expertise, connections, and capital to entrepreneurs whose work
promises to improve health care for people. It “focuses” on four areas of technology-based
health care innovation: translational science, improving outcomes, consumer experiences, and
infrastructure and efficiencies.167 Here we put “focuses” in quotation marks because each of
these four domains has the potential to embrace multitudes of entrepreneurial initiatives.
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Currently, UPMC Enterprises lists 16 companies as being part of its investment portfolio. 168 No
information is available on past successes or financial returns to these or other companies in
which it may have invested in the past.
ADVANCED ROBOTICS FOR MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE HUB (“ARM”)
The ARM is a consortium of universities, companies, and government organizations organized
at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh to develop, demonstrate, and facilitate early
adoption of robotic solutions in an effort to grow the national manufacturing ecosystem.169
ARM is a member institute of Manufacturing USA, which is an umbrella over a number of
institutes that are engaged in research on advanced manufacturing.170 Each institute under the
Manufacturing USA label receives substantial funding from one or more federal government
agencies, as well as from member companies, to support research at the universities with
which they are associated. ARM, for one, will receive some $73 million in federal funds through
the U.S. Department of Defense as well as some $173 million from its 220 partner
organizations.171
BIRCHMERE VENTURES
Birchmere Ventures is a venture capital company with offices in Pittsburgh and San Francisco.
Founded in 1996, it has some $250 million under management, with some 50 companies in its
portfolio. Its companies now have a market valuation of some $14 billion. 172 It has been an
important investor in Pittsburgh-based technology firms.
RIVERFRONT VENTURES
Riverfront Ventures is an early stage venture capital firm that does most of its investing in the
Pittsburgh/Southwestern Pennsylvania area.173 Riverfront was established in 2014 as an
affiliate of Innovation Works, discussed above.174 Riverfront is intended to complement
Innovation Works by investing in companies that have received initial seed funding from
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Innovation Works and are now in position where they have demonstrated markets and
capabilities to move to the next level of growth.
Riverfront and Birchmere have recently co-invested seed funds in a Pittsburgh-based start-up
called Ikos.175
THE ROLES OF PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY
Private foundations have been important players in the Pittsburgh entrepreneurial ecology.
Such organizations as the Mellon Foundation, the McCune Foundation, and the Heinz
Endowments have funded various non-profit organizations that support innovation and
entrepreneurship and have played leadership roles in organizing for entrepreneurship and in
supporting research and analyses of the Pittsburgh economy and its potential for
entrepreneurial-led growth.
ROLE OF LARGE COMPANIES IN THE PITTSBURGH ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSEM
Large companies in the Pittsburgh area play the usual indirect roles in supporting innovation
and entrepreneurship by, for example, support to the major private universities in the area
(CMU and Duquesne, among others), support of the local chambers of commerce and
economic development organizations, service as lead customers for new companies, acting as
sources for spin-offs and of experienced executives, and so son.
As medical centers have assumed an ever-greater place in the Pittsburgh economy, they have
contributed to innovation and entrepreneurship through invention and technology
commercialization, including supporting start-ups based on their inventions, as discussed
previously. Also, the private foundations discussed briefly above are based on fortunes earned
in earlier times by leaders in industry and finance in the area. In this sense, large firms are
contributing to the innovation ecosystem, although only after delays of many decades needed
to convert firm success to private wealth and then to foundation assets.
In addition, large firms that have fallen on hard and have downsized or disappeared altogether
have left a legacy of useable buildings and other infrastructure that is being repurposed to
house incubators, co-working spaces, maker spaces, and start-up firms through active
engagement of real estate investors and professionals.
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Pittsburgh and the Eight Challenges to Regional Entrepreneurship
For more than half a century, Pittsburgh and the surrounding towns and counties have been
aware of the need to diversify the region’s economy and to reduce their dependence on the
steel and associated industries. The decline of American steel from the 1970s forward as well
as the sharp challenges to American steel from steelmakers overseas devastated the Pittsburgh
economy, leading to wide-spread unemployment, population loss, and an overall decline in
economic performance.
One response of the Pittsburgh community was to turn its economic development focus in the
direction of technology-based economic development as contrasted with the older practice of
using fiscal incentives to attract branch plants from outside. Pittsburgh has pursued a
technology and entrepreneurship strategy for more than two decades and has built an
impressive infrastructure of institutions, organizations, and companies that nurture and
support entrepreneurship. The success of this strategy was noted in the recent Brookings
Institution report by Andrews, et al.176 However, Andrews and company also pointed out that
Pittsburgh’s success in nurturing and building entrepreneurial companies has not been matched
by equivalent success in seeing those companies grow into significant contributors to the local
economy by creating jobs, supporting other companies in the supply chain, and building the tax
base.
Nevertheless, the various elements of the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Pittsburgh can point to
their individual successes and contributions, and some of the indicators of their activities have
been presented in this case study of Pittsburgh.
We have not identified or discussed all the elements of the Pittsburgh entrepreneurial
ecosystem. However, we have identified enough of the significant elements to indicate that
Pittsburgh has met the eight challenges we identified in the opening section of this report.
Certainly, we have demonstrated the existence of institutional elements that “fill” the various
niches implied by the eight challenges. Clearly, simply showing that all of the challenges have
been addressed is not sufficient to ensure that a region enjoys the full realization of the
opportunities created by vigorous entrepreneurial enterprise. Meeting the needs to do more
and to do better is a prime objective of the Pittsburgh community as 2018 begins.
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APPENDIX 5. TWO LESS SUCCESSFUL REGIONS: BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, AND NEW
HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
In order to further test our analysis of the factors that encourage technological
entrepreneurship, we examined two cities that have world-renown research universities but
are not known for their success in creating entrepreneurial economies: Baltimore, Maryland
and New Haven, Connecticut. We found that although neither city was an early-mover in
creating an entrepreneurial economy, both cities have more recently begun to place greater
emphasis on entrepreneurship.

Baltimore, Maryland
Baltimore is a major American seaport city. It is also home to Johns Hopkins University, which
receives more federal R&D money than any other U.S. university. Hopkins receives this large
amount of funding because it has a top-rated medical school and hospital and because it also
has the Applied Physics Laboratory, a major Defense Department-funded applied research
center. (The Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory is located a few miles outside of Baltimore, in
Columbia, Maryland.)
However, Baltimore’s economic performance lags behind the rest of the state and it has
relatively little high-tech entrepreneurship. Three reasons explain this situation. First, the city
government and local business leaders have not focused their efforts on technology-based
economic development. While the Baltimore Development Corporation (the economic
development agency for the city)177 does support entrepreneurship, including its Emerging
Technology Centers,178 the Baltimore City Chamber of Commerce has little evident activity in
support of entrepreneurship or innovation.179 Overall development efforts have focused on
sports and tourism, including investments in two major sports stadiums (for professional
baseball and football) and redevelopment of the Inner Harbor waterfront area, including the
construction of an aquarium and several museums.
Second, in Baltimore, like in Cleveland and several other older American cities, the decline of
traditional industries (manufacturing and shipping) has created many social problems: poverty,
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racial tension, and crime. The income of whites in the city is nearly twice that of AfricanAmericans, and the unemployment rate of African-Americans is over 3 times that of whites. 180
The city erupted in protest in April 2015, when an African-American man, Freddie Gray, died
while in police custody. For companies, these social problems make Baltimore less attractive
than other cities.
Third, Johns Hopkins, in spite of its high level of medical and defense R&D, was not an early
leader in technology transfer and the promotion of high-tech entrepreneurship.
The State of Maryland does have a well-regarded state technology program, TEDCO, which
supports technology transfer from Maryland universities as well as startups. 181 It has several
programs to support entrepreneurs. But TEDCO serves the whole state, including the biotech
corridor and the University of Maryland in the Washington suburbs, as well as entrepreneurship
in rural districts. The State of Maryland also has a variety of other programs to support
entrepreneurship and small businesses.182
In the last few years, however, entrepreneurship and the development of an entrepreneurial
climate have increased in Baltimore. Under Armor, which was founded in 1996 and is
headquartered in Baltimore, has become a leading manufacturer of athletic clothing and is
expanding and investing in the city. Johns Hopkins has created Johns Hopkins Technology
Ventures, and in 2017 this organization helped create 18 start-up companies. 183 The University
of Baltimore, and the University of Maryland Baltimore County increasingly support
entrepreneurship. The city’s EDA-funded Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy also
puts a substantial emphasis on entrepreneurship.184 And the city has thriving arts districts and
historic neighborhoods that are attracting millennials to settle there. All of these are positive,
but it is too early to tell whether these local and state initiatives will lead to significant new
levels of high-tech entrepreneurship.
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New Haven, Connecticut
New Haven is home to Yale University, one of the nation’s most prestigious schools. Yet New
Haven’s economic performance has not been good. Formerly a manufacturing city, much of
that industry left and the city’s population declined from 160,000 in 1950 to 130,000 today.
Currently, Yale and the local health care industry dominate the city’s economy.
Yale has a very good medical school and good science programs, but it is known more for its
law and government programs than for engineering and technology. It also has a national focus,
not a local one. As a consequence, Yale has been slow to develop technology transfer and
entrepreneurial programs. Its School of Management did launch an entrepreneurship program
in 2014. In 2016 Yale started a Blavatnik Fund for Innovation; it provides funding and business
expertise for bridging “the gap between innovative, early-stage life science research and
successful development of high-impact biomedical products.” The Fund provides money and
help to professors who want to commercialize their science.185 The Fund is a promising
initiative, but it is also very new and focuses just on biomedical innovations. 186
Over the years the city itself has paid little attention to high-tech entrepreneurship. For
example, the Economic Development Corporation of New Haven focuses more on attracting
and retaining companies than on encouraging and helping entrepreneurs. The city is now trying
to establish create an “innovation district”187 but it appears modest. In addition, the State of
Connecticut does not have strong technology support programs.
In short, New Haven lacks both an entrepreneurially-oriented university and a local high-tech
entrepreneurial culture. However, Yale is very strong in biomedicine, and the university and
community may in time create new biomedical companies and a biomedical innovation
ecosystem.
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